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Pizza – hot out of the oven with melty cheese,
sauce, and any number of toppings is great. Pizza with fun, 
flavorful, golden-brown apps and sides for the whole family 
is brilliant. From wings to onion rings, fries to calamari and 
ravioli, Brilliance® Premium Oils and blends from Performance 
Foodservice bring out the best of your full menu items. With 
even more fry life, options, and shelf-stable products, we 
can help you maximize delivery orders and increase average 
check – just in time for back to school. Your guests will taste 

the difference. Learn more at 
PerformanceFoodservice.com/
Brilliance or contact your local 
Performance sales representative. PerformanceFoodservice.com/ItalianExperts

Brilliance
in every bite 
and every box
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N ext month is October — my 

favorite month of the year. I 

was married in October. � e 

weather, where I live, is blissful in October. 

� e World Series starts in October. 

College football and the NFL are in full 

swing in October. College baseball teams 

across the country are having fall workouts 

and scrimmages that set the tone for the 

following spring season. College basketball 

begins � ring up with practices.

� ere are apples to be picked. Pumpkins to 

be carved. Bon� res to be lit and enjoyed. Is 

there anything better than that golden slant 

of autumn sun highlighting vivid red, orange 

and yellow leaves on trees in October?

Halloween. Ghosts and goblins and 

vampires decorating yards. Kids dressed as 

superheroes and Frankenstein and everything 

in between trick-or-treating. Octoberfest 

beer. Apple cider. Pumpkin pie. Chocolate 

chip pumpkin bread. Pumpkin cookies. 

Pumpkin … anything, really.

As you can tell, October and I are kindred 

spirits. Nearly everything I love is tied in 

some way to October.

And that includes YOU. (Yes, I heart you.)

� ere is something that makes the month 

extra special to each and every one of us 

that read this magazine: National Pizza 

Month. � e United States Congress o�  cially 

declared October as National Pizza Month 
 Pizza Today® (ISSN 0743-3115) is published monthly. Domestic U.S. subscriptions are $29.95 
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in 1987 (thanks to the publication you’re reading 

right now, FYI). You see, it really can be a huge 

deal in your pizzeria if you take advantage of it. 

To learn more about National Pizza Month 

and how you can put it to work for your 

business, � ip to page 46.

You have nearly a full month to plan and 

execute your National Pizza Month strategy. 

From special October pizzas/dishes to market-

ing via social channels, now is the time to get to 

work. You already know Halloween will cap the 

month for you with strong sales. You also know 

shortly thereafter your holiday gift card receipts 

will increase signi� cantly. You also know that, 

right after the holidays, the months of January 

and February will be your leanest months of the 

upcoming year. 

But this fourth quarter of 2022? It’s got major 

potential. It’ll end your year strong and help you 

get through the slow � rst quarter of 2023. You 

want to capitalize on it any and every way you 

can. 

What better way to do so than by promoting 

National Pizza Month and using that to drive 

business?

Best,

C O M M E N T A R Y J E R E M Y  W H I T E

Ode to October

October could be your biggest 
month ever and we’re going to help 

you get there. But, it’s going to 
require planning to make the most 

of National Pizza Month. Don’t wait 
until October 1st to start. Get your 

promotions together now.

DENISE GREER
Executive Editor

(National Pizza Month, pp. 46-47)
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Vegetables offer endless options 
for great pizza toppings. Get out of 
your comfort zone and try cooking 

them different ways to create a 
multitude of flavors and textures 

for unique veggie pies.

AUDREY KELLY
Owner, Audrey Jane’s Pizza Garage

(Veggie Pies, pp. 36-37)
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THE HOT SLICE
We’re bringing our award-winning 

interviewing and 40 years as a 
trusted pizza restaurant partner 

to the airwaves with real, in-depth 
conversations with pizzeria owners, 

champion pizza makers, industry 
pros and others to help make your 

business better. 

PIZZA TODAY WEEKLY
Each week, Pizza Today Weekly 

delivers quick-to-read business tips 
and recipes developed specifi cally 

for today’s independent and 
multi-unit pizzeria operators 

straight to your inbox.

Weekly

We are planning our 
next season of the Hot 
Slice podcast. Would 
you like to be a 
featured guest? 
Let us know! 
Email Denise Greer at dgreer@pizzatoday.com

Not into QR Codes? 
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As a restauranteur you have many choices in supplier 
partners. When it comes to pasta, having a product that is 
made with the finest durum wheat to produce a high protein, 
sturdy but elastic product that delivers consistent quality, makes a BIG difference.    

Bellissimo Foods introduces a Teflon extruded product that ensures cooking speed and firmness 
in both single and double cooking applications. Manufactured and imported from Italy, Bellissimo 
dry pasta comes in 22 assorted shapes and cuts available in both 20/1 lb., and bulk 2/10 lb. sizes to 
accommodate all recipe designs.  

As a quintessential comfort food, pasta is the starting point for countless dishes – from kid-pleasing 
mac and cheese to specialty entrées. You can count on Bellissimo Italian pastas to provide trusted 
consistency and quality while bringing value to your menu.   

Visit Bellissimo.com to contact a representative to request samples and pricing. 

PASTA PERFECTION    
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What is it about naturally 
leavened dough that has drawn 
the attention of the industry and 
consumers? 

Vinny: No question, the 
Covid-19 pandemic shook everyone 
to the pizza bones. With more 
people at home and in their 
kitchens, it’s no surprise to us that 
people went back to how to make 
bread began. Sourdough starters 
became all the rage and people 
found comfort and fascination 
wrapped up in one.

Harnessing a sourdough starter 
allows you to achieve flavor profiles 
that are unparalleled, and limitless, 
just like individual preferences. 
For us, a quote by Philly food 
critic, Craig LaBan, still makes our 
teeth drool as he describes one of 
our pizzas. He says, “a crust that 
crackles with a flavorful chew and 
roasty tang that reverbs after a 
slice is gone”. Customers with their 
two years of hands-on sourdough 
baking experience have become 
accustomed to a more robust and 
flavorful dough. They’re no longer 

content with bread they find at the 
supermarkets, and we think the 
pizza industry has the next staple in 
their crosshairs. 

How are you able to stand out in 
Philly’s competitive pizza scene?

Davide: Philadelphians have 
an adventurous and diverse pizza 
appetite, which undoubtedly helped 
us find a footing and develop the 
mentality that there is no ‘best pizza’, 
only personal preferences. We stay 
focused, ensure our product meets 
our standards, and most importantly, 
support everyone in the industry. 
You can always learn from others 
if you stop and take the time to 
listen. The pandemic has brought the 
overarching restaurant community 
more together in that respect.

How have you been able to stay 
focused amidst rising prices and a 
labor crunch?

Davide: The truth is it’s 
been difficult to maintain a 
positive mindset through all the 
sticker shock, and as the EOM 

approaches, you can’t stop those 
gut-retching feelings of uncertainty 
in your stomach. We found 
ourselves trying to work closer with 
our suppliers and food purveyors, 
and simply trying to find other ways 
to tighten our belts and get through 
these lean times. 

 
Also, the whole recruitment and 

hiring process is costly and time 
consuming for a small business. If 
it’s not soaring food costs, it’s the 
uncertainty of a tight labor market 
that keeps us awake at night. 
Fortunately, we’ve been blessed 
with a fantastic staff. They’ve been 
loyal and hardworking since day 
one and our ambitious standards 
are only rivaled by our unwavering 
commitment to our staff. They get 
compensated extremely well, and 
we do our best to be conscious of 
their needs and requests. It’s been a 
team effort, sometimes challenging 
for both sides, but we’re working 
together and improving lines of 
communication to empower one 
another.

C O N V E R S A T I O N

Pizza Style:  
Vinny: Pizzata is more of an 
homage to New York-style 
pizza than a direct replica. 

It has the capabilities of our 
ovens in mind, and the new 
Covid-19 market conditions 
we found ourselves mixed 
in. Our goal was to deliver 

a product that pushed 
everyone’s comfort levels, 

especially in terms of a 
bien cuit bake. We like 

to believe the expression 
‘people eat with their 

eyes and noses first, then 
their mouths’. In terms of 
process, we blend several 

types of flours together at 
each step to achieve the 

desired flavor profiles, dough 
rheology, and to meet our 
customer’s expectations 

in the final product. It’s an 
indirect mix coupled with 
a long maturation process, 

stretching up to five days in 
some cases. The sourdough 

starter gets maintained 
several times a day as well.   

DAVIDE LUBRANO / VINNY GALLAGHER
Pizzata Pizzeria  

Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania

Concept:  
Davide: Our concept was 
simple — a neighborhood 

pizzeria with a simple menu 
where we could focus 

on delivering pizzas with 
irresistibly tasty dough. As 
we opened, the Covid-19 

pandemic was unfolding and 
we pivoted towards creating a 
product that was better suited 

for takeout and delivery. 
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I had a recent situation where a 
person posted a bad photo of a 
slice of our sausage pizza served to 

them at lunch. It only had three pieces of 
sausage instead of the typical seven per 
the recipe. � e knee-jerk reaction to this 
or any issue where something goes wrong 
is pointing it out to the sta� . "Hey, don't 
do that, do it this way." � e problem with 
this approach is that it leads to them 
simply seeking to avoid getting in trouble 
for this one thing and absolutely nothing 
else. Also, usually, it's just the employees 
in front of you at that moment that get 
the scolding, not the whole team. 

I get it, though. You walk into your 
restaurant, everything looks good, and 
the one wrong thing is all you can see, 
and then you want to tell the sta� , the 
people directly in front of you at that 
moment, "� is thing is wrong. Fix it." 

Please and thank you hopefully occur, but 
maybe they don't.

� is approach is the same as painting 
gold over rust. It's a waste of gold and 
doesn't tend to the rust. � e rust needs 
to be removed and dealt with before you 
apply the gold paint.

� e knee-jerk approach is a short-
sighted response pervasive in the 
restaurant industry. In contrast, great 
companies like Trader Joe's, Disney and 
the Four Seasons handle corrective action 
much di� erently. � ey avoid constant 
nitpicking of what's wrong; instead, they 
chase greatness. We can all say we're 
chasing greatness, but to chase greatness 
means that you point out when some-
thing doesn't match the values of the res-
taurant or the company and then address 
the root cause instead of the super� cial 
result. And instead of only nitpicking, 

there is a massive heaping of overtly 
appreciating who consistently performs 
protocol right to reinforce that behavior—
also, outward actions to validate sta�  and 
verify they feel supported.

In this sausage example, only saying, 
"Hey, don't do that," � xes absolutely 
nothing. It doesn’t address the cause. � e 
sta�  tried to make the fastest pizza pos-
sible and lost sight of the more signi� cant 
priority: an excellent experience through 
a great product. � e employee didn't put 
enough sausage on because putting raw 
sausage on the pizza is tedious. So they 
moved quickly; it looked good enough, 
but sausage shrinks in the oven, and then 
it didn't look so great by the time it baked. 
But, as long as they did their goal, which 
in this situation, the goal was to stab the 
ticket as fast as possible, then yes, they 
achieved their goal. � e goal wasn’t to 
chase greatness for this sta�  member and 
the others working with them that day.

� e way to � x a behavior like this is to 
have an all-sta�  discussion about what 
could lead someone to do less than the 
right thing. What is "Our Goal" as a 
team. Is our goal a perfect pizza or to 
get it done fast no matter what we do to 
achieve it? � e root cause could be lazi-
ness, fast pacing being perceived as more 
important than quality, or assuming no 
one would check? To truly delve into the 
issue, lean into how this doesn't represent 
us well and how it hurts all of us so they 
understand the why. And then show the 
perfect pizza, bake it the right way. Share 
it with everyone so everyone understands 
the di� erence, and let everyone have buy-
in on what the team values. Overtly de� ne 
what greatness is to really be on the same 
page. Heavily point out who is making it 
right and what the team can do to help 
keep it that way. At that point, systemi-
cally, we � xed it on a macro scale. Instead 
of continuing on like this, we've removed 
the rusted root ready for a coat of gold 
paint that won’t soon wear o� .

MIKE BAUSCH is the owner of Andolini’s Pizzeria in Tulsa, Oklahoma.  Instagram: @mikeybausch 

They did it the wrong 
way. Now what?

M I K E ' S  M O N T H L Y  T I P M I K E  B A U S C H
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belgioioso.com/Foodservice

For more info and samples,  
please contact:
foodservice@belgioioso.com
877-863-2123

A premier collection of the highest 
quality Mozzarella and Ricotta cheeses, 
each with a richer, creamier fl avor and 

crafted for superior performance in pizza, 
pasta and sandwich applications.

Pizza with Platinum Mozzarella Blend
and Platinum Ricotta con Latte®

Try our NEW
Low Moisture 

Mozzarella

NEW
Low Moisture 

MozzarellaMozzarellaMozzarella
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N ew York City has long been 
a city of slices. While other 
locales thrive on either dine-in 

or takeout, NYC’s pedestrian culture has 
led to a tradition of consuming individual 
slices (of cheese pizza) on-the-go. Just 
over a decade ago, in the wake of the near 
collapse of the � nancial industry, a carica-
ture of the New York slice emerged. Bare 
bones slice shops popped up in areas with 
high foot tra�  c, promising hot cheesy 
slabs on paper plates for just a buck. � eir 
margins were super low, but high sales 
volume made up for it. � ese pizzerias 
presented a business model that worked 
great with predictable sales and expenses, 
but recent economic changes clearly point 
to the end of the dollar slice genre.  

Before I get into all the reasons the 
reign of the dollar slice is coming to an 
end, I should � rst mention that these 

pizzerias were never built to last. Once 
your rent goes up, the margins � y out the 
window. Since most NYC leases last for 
10 years (with � ve-year extension 
options), the runway was clear from the 
start. � at’s the primary reason we’re see-
ing dollar slice shops close their doors.

Of course, these dollar slice shops are 
dealing with the same ingredient cost 
increases as everybody else across the 
country. It wouldn’t be such a big deal if 
sales volume increased to cover the di� er-
ence, but the pandemic completely gutted 
foot tra�  c on the streets in areas with lots 
of o�  ces because so many companies are 
still working remotely. 

It’s pretty clear which shops knew the 
end would come and which ones were 
oblivious. � e pizzerias with names that 
speci� cally reference their pricing (99 
Cent Fresh Pizza, 99 Cent Express, $1 

SCOTT WIENER is the founder of Scott's Pizza Tours in New York City and SliceOutHunger.org  Instagram: @scottspizzatours

Slice, etc.) were doomed from the start. 
Tying your restaurant’s identity to price 
doesn’t leave much wiggle room. Now 
these places are in the uncomfortable 
position of having a name that promises 
one price and a menu that reveals another. 
I always get a laugh out of seeing dollar 
slice shops with big signs that say “$1.50 
slice.” 

� e smarter shops have names that 
don’t lean into pricing. � ere are at least 
nine locations of 2 Bros. Pizza, and they 
started upping their prices even before the 
pandemic. � e folks behind 2 Bros. Pizza 
even had the foresight to launch two 
additional brands selling market price 
slices. One called Upside, and another 
called Norm’s, because they knew the dol-
lar slice model was temporary. 

I’m not upset about the loss of these 
dollar slice shops. While I do love the 
fact that a city with such a high cost of 
living still has a� ordable food options, 
I’ve always thought of the dollar slice 
shops as doing a disservice to New York 
pizza. � ey’ve devalued the New York 
slice by lowering consumer expectations. 
We already have the big delivery chains 
for convenience and pricing, so the dollar 
slice trend only confused the public with 
regards to what to expect from slice shops. 
I often get people on pizza tours who use 
the term dollar slice to refer to all by-the-
slice pizzerias. It’s o� ensive. 

For the consumer, a high-quality New 
York slice is still the a� ordable and deli-
cious solution for on-the-go dining. 
According to Food & Wine, the aver-
age slice price in NYC is just $3.14, 
which is lower than the national average! 
We’re even experiencing somewhat of a 
renaissance of excellent slice shops with 
newcomers like Lucia, Scarr’s, L’industrie, 
and Upside garnering national attention. 
In a way, the loss of the dollar slice is a 
good thing for the identity of the sacred 
New York slice.

Death of the Dollar Slice

M A N  O N  T H E  S T R E E T S C O T T  W I E N E R
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Listen now

The Hot Slice brings you inspiring stories, strategies 

and lessons learned from successful pizzeria 

professionals and top experts. This podcast is 

hosted by the team at Pizza Today, the premier 

network for pizzeria professionals. 

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

performancefoodservice.compos.hungerrush.combaciocheese.com

EVERY THURSDAY ON ALL MAJOR
PODCAST PLATFORMS

The Hot Slice brings you inspiring stories, strategies 

112. Rising Star Andrew Gregory — Post 
Alley Pizza, Seattle - Andrew Gregory is 
meticulous about his pizza. Daily improvement to 
keep his New York-style pizza consistent is a top 
priority at the small shop he owns with his wife 
Ruel. In the business’s four years, a lot has hap-
pened from COVID-19 to seemingly never-ending 
construction that has altered the customer base. 
This and more with this Rising Star of the Pizza 
Industry on this episode.

111. Rising Star Janet Duran, 550 Pizzeria, 
Laredo, TX - Janet Duran is a breakout pizzeria 
operator in the July issue of Pizza Today. Find 
out how she’s taking her pizzeria, 550 Pizzeria 
in Laredo, Tx, to the next level a� er celebrating 
its second anniversary. We also talk beating the 
scorching heat at the restaurant, infl ation and 
pricing, lessons learned and favorite pizza.
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NICK BOGACZ is the founder and president of Caliente Pizza & Draft House in Pittsburgh.  Instagram: @caliente_pizza

S teve Jobs, who knew a thing 
or two about growing a busi-
ness, once said: “Recruiting is 

hard. It’s just � nding the needles in 
the haystack.” And the legendary 
co-founder and former CEO of 
Apple spent a lot of time hunting for 
those needles, estimating he partici-
pated in the hiring of over 
5,000 people in his life. 

� at seemingly couldn’t be even 
more true today. But while it’s easy 
to get caught up in all we hear about 
how di�  cult it is to � nd employees in 
this economy — or just blame it on 
the younger generation that doesn’t 
work as hard (and I’m sure you heard 
that from your own elders) — the 
truth is, it has always been a painstak-
ing task to hire. 

Just like perfecting a recipe, how-
ever, we can grow our management 

skills to not only improve at recruit-
ing but retaining talent.

Set the tone
In our businesses, we set the cul-

ture, tone and environment. Knowing 
what kind of place people want to 
work at is important. 

Put yourself in the shoes of the 
current team members, see their side 
and � nd the point of reason. Busi-
nesses that are constantly review-
ing and improving policies and 
procedures to incorporate employee 
feedback are the ones that end up 
thriving. Months or years should not 
go by before you solve a problem 
bothering your employees or seek a 
way to motivate them.

Ask a question
When we hire, too often we think 

3 Steps to Improving Your 
Recruiting and Retention

of what we want internally. Really, 
what’s just as important is asking, 
“What does an employee want?”

� ese are some basics:
•Fairness. It’s as important as ever. 

People want to make a fair wage that 
re� ects their position and have a fair 
chance to grow in their careers.

•To do a good job. Your best 
employees will take pride in their 
work, so it’s contingent on the 
employer to provide adequate training 
and resources to succeed.

•Respect. Fundamentally, people 
want to feel valued as an employee 
and a person.

Mind your manners
� ink of how often it’s stressful in 

the pizzeria. It’s not always easy to be 
respectful and say the magic words 
that get you far in life: “please” and 
“thank you.” Nevertheless, those words 
should not be forgotten.

Early in my management days, 
my supervisor visited my store on a 
very busy Friday night. I was leading 
e� ectively — but a little like a drill 
sergeant. You’re probably familiar 
with the tone: “More dough! Pop that 
bubble! � e phone is ringing!” My 
team crushed the rush, and I was so 
proud. I couldn’t wait for my supervi-
sor to tell me how great I was. Instead, 
he said something that has stuck with 
me for 25 years: “Nick, your team did 
a great job, but before all your orders 
try putting a ‘please’ in there, and 
after the task is complete, try putting 
a ‘thank you’ in there. You may have 
had a great night but without those 
two words, eventually you won’t have a 
team to lead.”

� at was a good lesson on manage-
ment from a good leader — and that’s 
what we’ll discuss next time around: 
coaching and showing leadership.

B U I L D I N G  B L O C K S N I C K  B O G A C Z
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Mike’s Hot Honey started out of a pizzeria in Brooklyn 11 years ago
when its signature sweet-heat combo launched a best-selling menu item.

From pizza and chicken to dessert and cocktails, Mike’s Hot Honey elevates any dish 
from ordinary to extraordinary. Request a sample today to see what all the buzz is about.

www.mikeshothoney.com/sample

FROM SLICE JOINTS TO SIT-DOWNS

Request a sample
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CHRIS DECKER is managing partner at Metro Pizza in Las Vegas, NV.  Instagram: @everythingbutanchovies

As we get closer to the end of summer, 
the evenings will start to get cooler and it’s 
fi nally time to light a fi re in the backyard. 
One of my favorite memories of late 
summer nights were these “packages” that 
were made of kielbasa or summer sausage, 
potatoes and corn wrapped in aluminum 
foil and cooked on the coals of a backyard 
fi re. I took everything I love about that and 
topped this month’s pizza. Hope this brings 
back some great memories (or maybe pro-
vides the beginning of some new ones).

8-10-ounce dough ball 
6-8 pieces thinly sliced kielbasa
1 ear of fresh corn (roasted, grilled or 

boiled, then trimmed o�  the cob)
2-3 small potatoes (cooked, peeled and 

diced, then seasoned with salt and 
pepper)

Green onion
Your favorite BBQ or hot sauce

Stretch a dough ball to your desired thick-
ness. Top with mozzarella, then add the 

thinly sliced kielbasa. Scatter diced potato 
and corn. Bake the pizza at 550-600 F for 
roughly 8 minutes.  

Post-bake, top with a dotting of your 
favorite BBQ sauce and/or hot sauce and 
some green onion. I served this on a piece 
of foil for nostalgia, but that’s not neces-
sary. However, details matter — and you 
are making this for people you love.

The Whole Package

O N  D E C K C H R I S  D E C K E R
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Your pizza will always please when you use Foremost Farms’ 1950 127 Brand®

premium cheese. From our members’ farms to your restaurant, you’ll love
its performance and your customers will love its taste and stretch.

Always good. Always delicious. Always bake with the best – 1950 127 Brand® cheese.

For more info and samples 800.362.9196 / cheese@foremostfarms.com

It ’s a  about � et ’s a  about � e CCheeseheese
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K N E A D  T O  K N O W 
w i t h  L A U R A  M E Y E R

Warm-ups/Cool Downs
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Room-temperature or refrigerated fermentation, which is better?
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F or those that know me, pizza 
is life but sports are LIFE. 
I started playing various 

sports as a kid and have continued 
an active lifestyle into adulthood. I 
mean, you have to with all the pizza! 
The first thing coaches ingrain in 
you are warm-ups and cool downs. 
They might not harp on them like 
they do technique or other elements, 
but it is the first and last thing you 
do in every practice or session no 
matter what the activity of the day is. 
For the body, warm-ups are essential 
to prime the body for any major 
activity and cool downs help with 
recovery and both build endurance. 
Now, you might be thinking how in 
the heck or why is she talking about 
sports when this is about all things 
pizza and dough. Well, heat and cold 
play as crucial a role in great tasting 

dough as it does in performing in 
peak athletics. You wouldn’t want to 
sprint the first mile in a marathon 
without properly warming up and 
you also wouldn’t want to make a 
dough and then cook it right out 
of the mixer. Both require time and 
proper temperature control.

Fermentation requires a few 
ingredients, but the major one 
is yeast. The strain of yeast we are 
most preoccupied with, Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae, is most active 
between 85 and 95 F. Anything 
above 110 degrees and it will begin 
to die and the clock starts ticking in 
regards to longevity. Before I even 
mix a batch of dough, I am think-
ing about temperature. This is the 
one factor that will play a crucial 
role in not just proper fermentation 

but also flavor development. During 
fermentation many things are hap-
pening at once. Yeasts are looking 
for simple sugars to eat so they can 
reproduce, and different bacteria are 
also looking for food so that they 
can also survive. There are many 
bacteria fighting it out for domi-
nance, especially within sourdough, 
but Lactobacillus is the primary one 
we analyze because this bacterium 
produces lactic acid which is where 
we get a lot of the flavor in our 
dough, aside from salt. While both 
yeast and bacteria are looking to 
survive, enzymes are breaking down 
complex sugars into simple sugars 
providing more food for yeast. 

The yeast produces alcohol and 
Lactobacillus bacteria create lac-
tic acid. As long as there is a food 
source available, they will continue 
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to consume and produce, but when the 
dough ages to a point where there is 
too much alcohol, a different bacteria 
known as Acetobacter comes in and 
feeds on the excess of alcohol and then 
produces acetic acid which is more  
astringent like white vinegar.

All of this is happening within our 
dough as soon as we mix a batch of 
dough. The goal is to balance the length 
of fermentation so that we create maxi-
mum flavor while still ensuring usabil-
ity. Right now, everyone loves to talk 
about how hydrated their dough is and 
how old it is. Well, there’s a tightrope 
we walk when it comes to this. Yeast 
is most active in warm environments, 
but you do not want them to be so ac-
tive that they consume all of their food 
source before the bacteria is able to 
produce the acids needed for flavor. The 
clock starts as soon as you begin mixing. 

For those who live in warm environ-
ments, temperatures can be a blessing 
and a curse. In Italy there isn’t as much 
refrigeration space as here in the U.S. 
This means a lot of pizzerias are fer-
menting their dough in ambient warm 
environments. The key to this is control. 

If the day is warmer than usual, ice-
cold water in the batch will help slow 
down yeast activity. As well, decreasing 
the total amount of added yeast in the 
dough will ensure it ferments properly 
at the warmer ambient temperature. If 
you do not compensate the amount of 
yeast when fermenting in warm temps, 
your dough will most likely not reach 
the length of maturation time you are 
aiming for, resulting in less flavor. If 
you think about it, less yeast in a batch 
means a larger food source available. 
If there’s too much yeast, that means 
there’s less of a food source available 
resulting in your dough dying sooner.

Cold fermentation on the other 
hand is a blessing if used correctly. 
In the U.S. we are always trying to 
maximize refrigeration space. For 
dough the use of cold fermentation can 
be a tool to increase flavor as well as 
make sure your dough ferments on your 
timetable. There are so many moving 
parts to restaurants that your dough 
schedule needs to be as streamlined as 
much as possible. For those using solely 
warm fermentation, this requires a lot 

more attention to detail. If the room 
becomes too hot, you will be moving 
your dough around. If the room is too 
cool, then you are chasing the warm 
spots. The use of refrigerators gives you 
more time if you have it. When yeast 
is in a cold environment, activity slows 
down. In a refrigerator held between  
35 and 40 F, yeast slows to a crawl. 
When yeast activity is slowed down, 
bacteria has a chance to produce the 
acids needed for flavor. When someone 
says they are using five-day-old dough, 
they are most likely using a refrigerator.

Neither solely using warm or cold 
fermentation is better than the other. 
Both are great and useful when it 
comes to making tasty dough but 
understanding the effects of both is 
crucial. We are always looking for a 
way to control our product and make it 
as consistent as possible. Knowing the 
role temperature plays in the lifespan 
of your dough is essential. As soon as 
you understand the balance of time and 
temperature, the real fun begins.

LAURA MEYER is owner of Pizzeria da 
Laura in Berkley, CA.
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•  Shred 25+ pounds of cheese
in minutes

•   Shred over 7Lb. blocks of cheese 
with ease

•  All Stainless steel construction

•   No adjustments needed during 
the shred run

•  Maintenance free

•  Location aware sensors
for user safety

•  UL & NSF APPROVED

•  Stand with casters that includes 
shelving and has 360 degree 
mobility

®

978.667.3355 
800.772.4404
www.smrset.com
somerset@smrset.comSOMERSET INDUSTRIES, 137 PHOENIX AVE LOWELL MA 01852

The leader in dough processing equipment since 1946

MADE IN THE USA
APPROVED PATENT PENDING       

978.667.3355 

BOOTH 
1331

PIZZA EXPO
ATLANTIC CITY

OCTOBER 16-17

World’s fastest
CHEESE SHREDDER

SHRED CHEESE WITH EASE

BOOTH 
5547

IBIE
SEPTEMBER 17-21
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D E S T I N A T I O N S

This young pizzeria is named 
after sons Francis and August 
(aka Gus and Franco) of owners 
Patrick and Mandy Elston. The 
business has given the couple 
more time with their boys. The 
restaurant layout is open. “We 
intentionally designed our shop 
to mimic the atmosphere of 
our pizza trailer, which allows us 
to interact with our customers 
while we prepare their meal,” 
Patrick says. “There are no walls, 
nothing hidden.” 

The pizza style is neo-
Neapolitan. “I heard the term 
neo-Neapolitan a few years back, 
and it’s hard for me not to use 
that term to explain our pizza,” 
he says. “Using the wood fired 
oven, to having only one size 
option of 12-inch, 6-cut, to using 
part 00 flour in our dough blend, 
to trusting good tomatoes and a 
little sea salt for our sauce. The 
addition of high gluten untreated 
flour, cooking at a slightly lower 
temp and using a mix of different 
mozzarella (fresh and low 
moisture) cheeses is what gives 
us the crisp bottom, along with 
that wood-fired char that our 
customers prefer. 

The Hot Dad is the one people 
tell their friends about the 
most. It has our sauce, hand-cut 
mozz blend, Parm, and features 
the popular combo of a spicy 
meat topping (we choose hot 
Calabrese salami) then gets 
finished with a generous drizzle 
of hot honey. Some folks decide 
to add fresh shaved garlic, 
and/or red onions, which we 
lovingly refer to as the Stinky 
Dad. Popular non-pizza item is 
definitely the handmade wood-
fired meatballs we serve as a hot 
side.”

Sixty Vines
Plano, Texas

This wine bar and restaurant was 
listed to Yelp’s Top 100 Pizza Spots 

earlier this year. Its signature is 
approximately 60 wines on tap. 

Its menu specializes in charcuterie 
boards, shared plates, salads, pastas, 

sandwiches and pizza. Shared 
plates feature Baked Ricotta with 
herb roasted San Marzano tomato 
sauce, basil and toasted crostini. 

Its pizza menu includes the shrimp 
and smoked bacon with white 
sauce, provolone, mozzarella, 

garlic, scallions, lemon juice and 
crushed red pepper. There is also 
the Broccolini & Potato, a vegan 
pizza featuring roasted broccolini, 
crushed potato, Calabrian chilies, 

tomato, rosemary and cashew 
cheese on a cauliflower crust.

Fabrica Pizza
Tampa, Florida

The two-unit, wood-fired pizzeria 
is hot right now, making a recent 
national Top 50 list. The Tampa 

and St. Petersburg locations 
have a fresh, contemporary 

and modern vibe with a wood-
burning oven as the showcase. The 

Neapolitan pizza menu features 
the Margherita. Two pies feature 

meatballs. The Carni features 
house-made tomato sauce, 

mozzarella, oven roasted peppers, 
Italian sausage, beef meatballs, 

pepperoni and fresh garlic 
oregano. The Polpette e Pesto is 

topped with basil pesto, provolone, 
whipped ricotta, beef meatballs 

and fresh garlic. Many customers 
opt for the build-to-order with 
either a bianco, rossa or verde 

base and over 40 cheese, protein, 
veggie and garnish toppings to 

choose from.  

Gus Franco’s Pizza Lower Burrell, Pennsylvania
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T h e  P y r a m i d  o f  H o s p i t a l i t y   I  P A G E  3 0

OPERATIONS

Give Sales a Lift with a Gift Card Program
B y  A n n e l i s e  K e l l y  P h o t o  J o s h  K e o w n 

S eptember isn’t too early to start 
planning your gift card strategy. 
Gift card sales generally start 

picking up in September and October and 
peak around the December holidays, so 
it’s critical to have your tools and strate-
gies in place before the fourth quarter 
starts.

“Almost half of gift card sales from 
Square merchants happen between  
October and December since these 
months hold major holidays like Hanuk-
kah, Kwanzaa, Christmas, New Year’s Eve, 
and others,” says Saumil Mehta, GM of 
Square’s Point of Sale Solutions. “Res-
taurants can expect gift card sales to start 
increasing at the beginning of October 
with a big spike right before or even on 
Christmas for late shoppers.” Also, don’t 
discount other opportunities for gift card 

sales, such as birthdays, graduations, Val-
entine’s Day, Father’s Day, and Mother’s 
Day.

Here’s how to rock your pizzeria’s gift 
card program this holiday season, and all 
year long. 

Yes, You Need a Gift Card  
Program

Gift cards are a low-cost, high-return 
marketing tool. According to a National 
Restaurant Association survey, 24 percent 
of card recipients would use them as soon 
as possible; 38 percent would use them 
within a few weeks; and 38 percent said 
they would save them for a special occa-
sion. As long as the card lingers in your 
customer’s wallet, they see your name and 
logo regularly and your pizzeria stays top 
of mind. This is free, recurring, targeted 

advertising.
“Customer relationships are vital to any 

business and having a gift card program 
can enable businesses to improve the 
customer experience,” adds Mehta. “You 
can use gift cards alongside a loyalty pro-
gram, so you reward your top customers 
or offer gift cards to remedy an unhappy 
customer.”

In terms of promoting customer loyalty, 
gift cards are designed to guarantee a visit 
by a new or returning customer. They’re 
usually purchased by committed fans who 
plan to come again, or who want to share 
their passion for your pizza with friends 
and family. In both cases this is a huge 
compliment from your customer and 
indicates some serious loyalty. 

You can reward this loyalty by offering 
a little extra to buyers. For example, sell a 
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L
P I Z Z A  C H A L L E N G E
S P O N S O R E D  B Y

INTERNATIONAL PIZZA CHALLENGE

 A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Interested in learning more about the International Pizza Challenge? Each year at Pizza Expo in Las 

Vegas, hundreds of pizza makers converge and go head-to-head in testing their pizza-making skills in 

a number of categories. From pan to non-traditional and everything in between, the gathering always 

rates high in creativity and competitiveness. If you’d like to learn more about the 

2023 International Pizza Challenge, go to PizzaExpo.com
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$50 card for $40, or throw in an extra $5 
card with purchase. These small-denom-
ination gift cards are very likely to plant 
the seed of a bigger purchase, whether 
they are used by your loyal customer or 
passed on. Either way, you are engaging 
your customer by demonstrating your 
appreciation. 

Gift cards can boost sales. “One of the 
top benefits of implementing a gift card 
program is maximized sales,” says Mehta. 
“Historically, Square has found that 
17 percent of transactions where a gift 
card is used result in overspend, creating 
an opportunity to drive incremental 
revenue and sales.” When the customer 
doesn’t spend over the value of the card, 
they might well spend under the value, 
encouraging them to return to use the  
remaining balance. At that time, you 
might see them overspend. 

How to Prepare for Gift Card 
Season

If you are launching a new gift card 
program, Seshu Madabushi, founder and 
CEO of M-Konnect, proposes a series of 
questions to ask yourself. “What kind of 
gift cards do you want to have? Do you 
want a physical gift card or an electronic 
gift card? Can they be redeemed online 
or only in-store? Can your point-of-sale 
(POS) system accept physical gift cards? 
Can your online ordering system accept 
your digital cards?” He advocates starting 
early so you can make informed choices. 

Mehta suggests that “the best way to 
prepare for gift card season is to make 
sure you’re offering both physical and 
e-gift cards so your customers have a 
choice. When stocking up on gift cards, 
restaurants should make sure they have 
different designs, such as a customized 
gift card with your business logo, birth-
day, or holiday, among other things.” 

Familiarize yourself with the types 
of gift cards available: electronic vs. 
physical; bar code vs. magnetic strip; 
reloadable vs. not reloadable. Compat-
ibility with your POS system should 
be your first priority. Consult with your 

provider to ensure a frictionless experi-
ence. It’s important that transactions go 
smoothly to maximize convenience for 
the customer. 

“Every business should have a  
360 view of their operations, and gift 
cards are included in this,” observes 
Mehta. “It’s important for restaurants to 
use integrated solutions that seamlessly 
work together. This removes the need to 
piece together hardware and software 
that don’t work together, and ultimately 
cause more work. By running your 
restaurant all through one centralized 
platform, businesses can better under-
stand how they’re performing, areas of 
improvement and necessary changes to 
make.” 

Promoting Your Gift Cards
Train your staff to engage in active but 

low-pressure promotion. Make it crystal 
clear in every available channel that you 
offer gift cards, including your menu, 
website, table tents, e-mail communica-
tions, social media campaigns, and at the 
register and hostess stand.

Incentivize your staff by rewarding top 
sellers or reward the whole staff when 
you hit a certain target of gift card sales. 
Present a gift card as a prize. 

Madabushi at M-Konnect suggests 
partnering with local entities such as 
schools, PTAs, scout troops, youth orga-
nizations, sports teams, realtors, churches 
and apartment managers. Offer them 
bulk gift cards at a discount to provide 
as prizes, incentives and rewards to their 
members and customers. 

New Opportunities with Gift 
Cards

“Surveys on gift-giving found that a 
large portion of Americans preferred to 
receive cash over other presents,” accord-
ing to Mehta at Square. “Last year, gift 
cards continued to grow in popularity 
and there’s no sign of this trend slowing 
down.”

Digital cards are particularly attrac-
tive to the last-minute shopper, who can 
make a purchase in minutes on their 

phone and deliver it cross-country at 
lightning speed.

Madabushi predicts that this holiday 
season, customers will be eager to return 
to the experience of dining out with 
friends, “so that's how I'm looking at gift 
card positioning for this year specifically.” 
However, public health circumstances 
might compel a spike in takeout this 
winter, so make sure your cards are versa-
tile for both in-person and online use. 

Square has noted increased self-use of 
gift cards. According to Mehta, “last year, 
around a third of gift cards purchased 
from Square merchants were for self-use 
as consumers now use gift cards as a 
budgeting tool to keep track of finances.”

Financial Implications of a Gift 
Card Program

Gift cards can boost cash flow for res-
taurants. Many establishments promoted 
gift cards heavily during the peak of the 
pandemic as a tool to cover immediate 
operating costs so they could endure the 
hardships of the shutdown. 

It’s also worth noting that a certain 
number of gift cards are never redeemed. 
According to USBank.com, three to 
five percent of total gift card value goes 
unspent. 

Madabushi from M-Konnect reminds 
operators that they need to make sure 
their accounting systems are prepared for 
the interval between sale and redemp-
tion. “From an accounting standpoint, if 
you are a publicly-traded company, it’s a 
kind of a debt which needs to show on 
your financial statements. But for most 
mom-and-pop restaurants, it doesn’t 
matter.” You may sell a thousand dollars 
in gift cards in December, and there’s no 
cost of goods sold until they’re redeemed, 
“so you need to be prepared from a 
financial standpoint as well.”

ANNELISE KELLY is a Portland,  
Oregon-based freelance writer.
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Each week, Pizza Today 
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read business tips and recipes 

developed specifically for 
today’s independent and 

multi-unit pizzeria operators.
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B y  M e l i s s a  R i c k m a n    P h o t o s  b y  J o s h  K e o w n

Going beyond customer service

Pyramid of  Hospitality
OPERATIONS

I f you’ve sat in on any of my 
seminars you may have heard 
me ask the question, “What is 

the difference between hospitality 
and customer service?” It is such an 
interesting question because there 
are such diverse answers. 

I’ve queried both industry profes-
sionals who have 30 plus years under 
their belts and the 16-year-old who 
has never had a job, and I’ve heard 
it all! “Hospitality and customer 
service are the same!” Or, one of my 
favorites is this: “Customer service 
is not screwing up the order and 
hospitality is smiling at your guests.” 
Which, I guess in layman’s terms, 
sums it up. 

I can best describe the two like 
this — customer service is executing 
the mechanics of the job. I refilled 
your drink, I took your order and I 
didn’t screw it up! But hospitality, 
well, that is how I made you feel 
while I performed those tasks. I 
firmly believe that we must provide 
both exceptionally well to be truly 
successful. 

Have you ever been to a restau-
rant, and everything was on point, 
your order was taken in a timely 
manner, your meal came out hot and 
fresh, but something was missing? 
You left thinking, “That was fine, 
I got my belly full, but nothing to 
write home about.” Is that how you 
want your guests to feel about their 
experience at your restaurant? Just 
fine? 

Just fine is the kiss of death! You 
might as well have told me that  
everything was awful! Nothing 
sends panic through my soul more 
than a guest who tells me everything 

was fine! So, if the food was great 
and your drink was always full, what 
was missing? Your server did every-
thing right, except make you feel 
like family, like you mattered to him 
and that he was truly happy to serve 
you. This is hospitality!

 The question of hospitality versus 
customer service is so important to 
us as an organization that it is one 
of the first questions we ask each 
applicant before they can proceed to 
the in-person interview. 

The fact is, you can teach 
someone the mechanics of 
almost any position in your res-
taurant — but you can’t teach 
them to genuinely care about 
others. That is something their 
mama should have taught them a 
long time before they walked into 
your restaurant. Some of my best 
guest-facing employees have had 
zero experience, but a warm smile 
and genuine care for others can 
make up for inexperience. 

While showing hospitality to our 
guests is paramount, it goes farther 
than that. My philosophy is simple: 
hospitality starts from the bottom 
up. And at the bottom of our org. 
chart is not the dishwasher or the 
part-time host. So, who is at the 
bottom of our org. chart? Us!

We are the foundation of our 
organization, and hospitality must 
start with us. How we treat our team 
is every bit as important as how we 
treat our guests. If our team doesn’t 
feel welcomed, valued and appreci-
ated, how can they pass that along 
to our guests? Have you ever walked 
into a restaurant where all of the 

employees looked like they’d rather 
be anywhere but there? They have 
nothing nice to say about each other, 
let alone their leadership team and 
they treat their guests the same way. 
How we make people feel is the key 
to all aspects of business. Happy, 
fulfilled team members want to 
spread the love and at its core that is 
hospitality.

We can show our team hospital-
ity in many ways. It doesn’t take 
much to stop and talk with a team 
member about how their family is 
doing or remember that their dog is 
sick. What if you offered to replace 
the car battery for a team member 
whose husband is out of town. How 
much did that really cost you in the 
end? You cannot put a price on how 
you made that person feel. 

Delivery drivers and service pro-
viders are also a key component of 
your restaurant’s success. You can  
establish a good relationship with 
your ice machine technician by 
showing him a little hospitality.  
Offer him a drink, buy him lunch 
and make sure that you say the 
magic words, “Thank you”. A little 
gratitude goes a long way.  Model 
this behavior for your team so that 
they extend the same hospitality 
whether you are there or not. What 
if everyone thanked him? He might 
make you a priority next time you 
need help. How great would he feel 
about making the trip on a Saturday 
and not charging you the on-call 
rate?

Hospitality for your commu-
nity can show up in many ways. 
Bring a stack of pies to the public 
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MELISSA RICKMAN  is co-founder of 
Wholly Stromboli in Fort Lupton, Colorado, 
and member of the World Pizza Champions.

works guys after a big snowstorm 
and thank them for clearing your 
curb or keep a case of water in your 
car and hand them a bottle of water 
while they are working outside on a 
hot day.  

Hospitality doesn’t have to take 
place inside of your four walls. You 
are the face of your business, and if 
you think people don’t recognize you, 
think again. With social media and 
the Internet, more people know you 
than you might think. � is gives you 
so many opportunities to show hos-
pitality to others. Go next door and 
welcome the new co� ee shop owner 
to town, open up a tab for your team 
and treat them to co� ee that day. 
Support other local businesses by 
purchasing Christmas, anniversary 

and birthday gifts for your team. Not 
only have you shown appreciation 
to your team, but you have also sup-
ported another business and probably 
gained a loyal customer. 

� e long and short of it is that 
without hospitality you’ve only 
� lled people’s tummies, but you 
haven’t � lled their hearts. At 
Wholly Stromboli our mission is 
simple. It is “to enrich the lives of 
everyone we meet through excep-
tional hospitality, food, and drink.” 
And everything we do is in support 
of our mission. So go fourth and 
share the love! 

Don’t miss Melissa Rickman’s “The Pyramid of 
Hospitality” session Monday at 9 a.m. EST at Pizza 
and Pasta Northeast in Atlantic City. 
More at PizzaandPastaExpo.com.
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Plan for a busy winter party season 

Booking Catering and Facility Rental 
OPERATIONS

T he winter holidays are just 
around the corner. Even 
though the weather is still 

warm and no one has � nished their 
gift shopping yet, people are eagerly 
booking parties for fourth quarter. 
Pizzeria owners say there has been 
an uptick in bookings for cater-
ing orders and private dining room 
rentals, so they are making sure their 
calendars are full and their sta� s are 
ready. 

It's never too early to start promot-
ing a pizzeria’s catering capabilities 
or facility rental. “Late summer and 
early fall is where the bulk of the 
holiday party planning and promot-
ing begins,” says Niki Miller, director 

of events for Uptown Hospitality 
Group in Charleston, South Caro-
lina. “Everyone wants to eat, drink 
and be merry.” 

Among Uptown Hospital-
ity Group’s restaurants is Uptown 
Social, which serves pizzas crafted 
by Anthony Falco, International 
Pizza Consultant. � e restaurant 
hosted over 200 events during the 
� rst half of 2022, and Miller expects 
the winter holiday season to be very 
busy, with every � ursday to Saturday 
booked, plus an occasional weekday 
event. 

For the holidays, the group out� ts 
the venues with lights and garland. 
� at lends some holiday spirit, and 

makes the place photo-worthy. “In 
our social media posts, we tend to 
post past seasons events and the 
amazing memories that were made as 
well as showcasing our festive décor,” 
Miller says. “� ese posts always get 
clients excited and thinking about 
planning their next event.” Miller 
also reaches out to the previous year’s 
clients early, giving them � rst choice 
of booking again. 

For some, the challenge is 
getting people to think about 
throwing the party downtown, 
which in many cities is still sparsely 
populated during this phase of the 
pandemic. � e restaurant Zero Zero 

Story Nora Caley  Photo Josh Keown
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is located near Moscone Center, 
San Francisco’s convention and 
events center. So while the Neapoli-
tan pizza and cocktails restaurant 
attracts business travelers, that in-
dustry has not completely recovered 
from the pandemic interruption. 

To remedy this, Zero Zero is 
working to attract non-convention 
events of all sizes. “We are a fun, 
casual, a� ordable event space that 
has great California Italian food and 
friendly service,” says chef owner 
Bruce Hill. “We feel really con� dent 
in what we o� er.” 

Zero Zero invested in technology 
that allows guests to take a virtual 
360-degree tour on the restaurant’s 
website. People can view the two 
full bars, the various table con-
� gurations and the di� erent sized 
spaces within the restaurant. “We 
did a revamp of our event materials 
just to make everything clear and 
concise,” Hill says. “We have three 
di� erent packages for large parties, 
and we do custom one-o� s as well. 
We just always try to be amenable 
to people’s requests.” 

In addition to social media 
and other tech-related ways to 
engage with customers, local 
e� orts are e� ective too. Andy Saray, 
chef and owner of Parm Pizzeria 
in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, says he 
reaches out to other small busi-
nesses, from the deli that provides 
proprietary ingredients to local 
o�  ces of insurance companies, 
for winter party reservations. “I’ve 
always been a fan of being aggres-
sive with marketing and going out 
to small businesses,” he says. “We’ve 
been promoting each other since 
COVID, supporting each other, 
because a high tide raises all boats.” 

Parm has a mobile pizza oven for 

private events, and as the weather 
cools, events will take place at the 
new permanent location of Parm 
Pizzeria, which opened in July, 
and at other venues. Saray says he 
is willing to take on these small 
events, as these event planners are 
enthusiastic about throwing a party 
this year. “People are willing to pay 
more than they ever have been, 
which is awesome,” he says. “� ey 
don’t mind paying but you have to 
make sure you capitalize on one, the 
experience and two, the service.”  

People also don’t mind booking 
early. Dave Lombardo, director of 
operations for Bardo’s Bar Pizza, 
Lombardo’s Hospitality Group in 
Boston, says the group already has 
substantial bookings for the fourth 
quarter, and expects more to come. 
“We are anticipating this season to 
be similar to last spring in which 
catering bookings came with high 
velocity at the last minute,” he says.  

The service methods are 
changing, as customers are 
gravitating to grab and go 
items. “For us, that doesn't mean 
grocery store prepared food packag-
ing, but elevated food presentations 
that are individually portioned and 
presented,” Lombardo says. “For 
example, instead of a big charcute-
rie board where guests are build-
ing their own plates and sharing 
tongs, we are doing mini mason jars 
portioned and packaged individu-
ally with the safety of guests front 
of mind.”

Sta�  ng is always a challenge, 
including during the upcoming 
party season. As a result, Lom-
bardo says, the group is being more 
selective with bookings. � at helps 
protect the team, and it also helps 
Bardo’s Bar Pizza and the entire 

Lombardo’s Hospitality Group to 
maintain quality in product, service 
and execution. “To maintain that 
level of hospitality we need to be 
thoughtful in our booking process,” 
he says. “� e events we do will be 
spectacular, but instead of doing 
four to � ve a day we will only do 
two to three a day.”

Catering helps off set labor 
costs, says Sammy Mandell, 
owner of Greenville Avenue Pizza 
Company (GAPCo), with three 
locations in Dallas. “� e sta�  gets 
in early to do prep work, but when 
you are doing prep you are not 
generating revenue and you start 
the day negative,” he says. Instead, 
they can prepare the large catering 
orders. “You have the opportunity to 
generate revenue prior to the store 
being open to help with some of 
those costs.” 

A few years ago GAPCo hired a 
catering manager who spends time 
with customers that place these 
large orders. � at way, there is a sta�  
member o� ering cheesecakes and 
cookies and other extras, instead 
of overburdening a cashier who is 
working on regular orders. “We’re 
really trying to do everything we 
can to elevate the guest experience,” 
says Mandell, who in March also 
became a World Pizza Champion. 
� e restaurant also purchased a 
vehicle that holds 90 pizzas at 
190 F, and is a good marketing 
tool. “Our catering manager cruises 
around in that. It’s just another 
avenue that shows how far you want 
to take your catering.” 

NORA CALEY is a freelance writer who 
covers small business, finance and lifestyle 
topics. 
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veggie toppings often get put 
into two categories: very 
simple or overly complicated. 
I � nd that pizzerias either 

o� er the most basic vegetables, such 
as sliced mushrooms or raw bell 
peppers, or make things that sound 
extremely time consuming. When 
I’m designing vegetable-centric pies, I 
try to land right in the middle of the 
two. I do this by utilizing the veggies 

in their raw, uncomplicated form but 
with an added � avor bomb. 

� ere are many ways to go about 
this. It can be as simple as prepping 
vegetables in di� erent ways, like 
pickling, roasting, frying or pureeing 
them or you can get fancy with a 
pesto or sauce. Whether you are 
making a vegetarian or a meat-heavy 
pizza, the most important thing is to 
have a balanced pie. � is means not 

only how it tastes from incorporating 
elements of sweet, salty, bitter and 
umami but also by employing varying 
textures. Shoot for using a few 
di� erent ones such as chewy, crunchy, 
soft, creamy and � rm. 

� ere are many ways to go about 
constructing a dynamite vegetation 
pizza. Here are a few good guidelines:
• Add something decadent. Just 

because there is no meat doesn’t 

B y  A u d r e y  K e l l y   P h o t o  J o s h  K e o w n

Veg Fest
What makes a good vegetable-centric pizza?

Ve r s a t i l i t y  o f  P a s t a  -  P a g e  3 8

KITCHEN
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mean you can’t feel indulgent with 
vegetables. Whether it is finishing the 
pie with burrata or adding a vegan 
pesto (if you’re also nixing dairy), give 
your pie that extra up level. 

• Don’t over sauce. Pick one sauce 
and stick to it. You don’t want to 
overpower flavors, nor do you want to 
end up with a soupy pizza since most 
vegetables naturally contain a lot of 
water. 

• Make sure you have a salty star. I 
think a lot of people gravitate towards 
meat-heavy pies because they want 
to satisfy their salt-cravings. Done 
right, veggie pies can also accomplish 
this. Think roasted Brussels sprouts 
(just give it a try, I don’t think you’ll 
be disappointed), fried eggplant and 
olives.

• Add texture. I mentioned it above 
and I’ll say it again, not only is it 
important to have a balanced pizza 
flavor wise, but also texturally. You can 
achieve these textures by preparing 
your vegetables different ways. I think 
that this is an important element 
for any pizza but especially for 
veggie pies. I love to combine fresh 
vegetables with roasted, sautéed or 
pickled ones to elevate the mouth feel 
of the pizza. Take onions for example. 
A simple red or yellow onion will taste 
completely different if you dice it, slice 
it paper thin, roast it or pickle it. 

• Look for inspiration seasonally. 
Not all vegetables are good year-
round. Sure, you can most likely find 
tomatoes in the middle of January, but 
it doesn’t mean that you should use 
them. The flavor you get from a fresh 
tomato in peak season simply can’t be 
replicated. 

• Don’t forget about your post-bake 
finishing toppings. These can really 
make a pizza. It’s the first thing that 
will hit your tastes buds and can be 
visually stunning. Finishers are also 
a great place to add some crunch 
to your pizza. Use ingredients like 
pumpkin seeds, candied walnuts, 
shaved raw asparagus, sweetie drops or 
snap peas. 

• Don’t overcook the vegetables. If you 

are using good quality produce, let the 
flavors speak for themselves. I know 
a lot of people will sauté spinach or 
mushrooms before adding them to 
their pizzas, but I feel this isn’t always 
necessary. If you’re sautéing them with 
other items such as garlic or herbs and 
the point is to create a specific flavor 
profile, then go right ahead. If you 
are doing it just to cook them down, 
then I would say it is unnecessary as 
most vegetables will cook in the time 
it takes to bake your pizza. There are 
of course exceptions, a few being: if 
you are using a wood-fired oven and 
the pie cooks in 90 seconds or certain 
vegetables like beets or eggplant take 
longer to cook. 

• Add some heat. I’m a huge fan of 
spice. I would say that at least half of 
my menu has an added heat element 
whether it is roasted jalapeños, 
crushed Calabrian chiles or spicy 
honey. I love how spice interacts with 
the other elements of the pizza and 
always leaves your taste buds reaching 
for more. Heat is also a great way to 
offset sweeter or saltier toppings.  

When I’m creating new 
vegetarian pizzas at my shop, I 
try to keep all of these ideas in mind. 
Usually I start with one vegetable or flavor 
profile and build the pizza from there. 
For example, one of our most popular 
pizzas, the Green Mountain, is based off 
a spinach and ricotta calzone that my 
mom used to make. The pizza is basically 
a deconstructed version. We start with a 
mountain of raw fresh spinach, shredded 
mozzarella, chopped garlic in extra virgin 
olive oil and dollops of ricotta. After these 
ingredients get cooked down on the pizza 
in the oven, we pull it out and top it with 
cold, sliced Castelveltrano olives, shaved 
Parmesan and fresh basil. To me, this has 
all of the elements a pizza (veggie or not) 
should have. The cooked down spinach and 
ricotta creates a creaminess, the garlic adds 
a punch and the post-oven olives provide 
a salty, crunchy burst. Another seasonal 
pizza that I love highlights fresh peaches. 
Made with sliced jalapeños for added heat, 
mozzarella and finished with juicy, sliced 

peaches, creamy burrata, fresh arugula for 
some crunch and a drizzle of extra virgin 
olive oil.

Sauce is also a fantastic way to create an 
intriguing veggie pie. You can use simple 
veggies on top of a more complex base to 
build a flavorful pizza. If you’re looking 
for a tomato-based sauce, try vodka or an 
arrabbiata. If you prefer more of a white 
pie, you can embellish on a béchamel or 
play around with different pestos. There 
are tons of different flavor combinations 
you can make with pesto depending on the 
nuts, greens and herbs you use. 

Some Veggie Pizza combinations to 
get you started:
• Assorted wild mushrooms, mozzarella, 

Gouda, roasted garlic, pickled garlic 
scapes and finished with burrata.

• Shaved summer squash and zucchini, 
ricotta, mozzarella, drizzled with pesto 
and finished with toasted pumpkin 
seeds. 

• Marinara sauce, roasted eggplant, 
garlic, mozzarella, finished with 
stracciatella and fresh basil.

• Purple potatoes (thinly sliced), fresh 
mozzarella, thyme, rosemary, extra 
virgin olive oil. 

• Roasted chiles (hatch green, jalapeños, 
or whatever else you have on hand), 
Brussels sprouts, mozzarella, roasted 
sweet onions, finished with queso 
fresco and cilantro. 

When you are designing your veggie 
pizza options, I encourage you to have 
at least a few toppings that are both 
interesting to the palate while being easy 
to prep and execute. One of the beautiful 
things about pizza is that you can take 
simple ingredients and when you combine 
them on a pie, they all come together. You 
don’t have to over think it or over-prep 
them. The pizza does the work for you with 
the sauce and cheese acting as a cohesive 
element.
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w hile the cost of 
goods and labor 
continue to soar, we 
must continue to 

find creative ways to provide value 
to our guests while keeping our 
bottom line in check. What I love 
most about pasta is that it is super 
versatile and can be highly profitable. 
You can create so many great tasting 
options using a few cuts of pasta and 

ingredients that you already have in 
your prep table. 

When considering which cuts of 
pasta to feature on your menu, think 
about how much space you have 
in your walk in to store par cooked 
pastas. For maximum efficiency, dry 
pasta will need to be par-cooked, 
pre portioned and re-thermalized to 
order. The amount of space that you 
can dedicate to this will determine 

how many cuts you decide to offer. 
You can do a lot with two or three 
cuts which will save prep time and 
space on your line. 

Three of my favorite cuts are 
rigatoni, penne and homestyle 
fettuccine.

Rigatoni is a sturdy pasta and 
stands up to par cooking and 
rethermalizing but beware of over 

By Melissa Rickman     Photos Josh Keown

Three Versatile Pasta 
Cuts to Menu

Explore pasta ideas with storage and prep in mind
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cooking this pasta because it will 
flatten out and break. It is a great pasta 
for dishes like chicken bacon mac 
and cheese because when prepared 
properly, it holds heavy sauces well 
without flattening out. Because it is a 
larger cut, it will really fill up the bowl 
and presents beautifully at the table. 
From a simple rigatoni with marinara 
and broiled mozzarella, to a spicy 
Pasta Arrabbiata using your house 
marinara, ground beef and crushed red 
pepper, you can create a lot of tasty 
options with this versatile cut.

Penne or Mostaccioli (more 
common in some regions) is staple 
on any Italian table. What is the 
difference you may ask? Penne has 
ridges and usually has a thicker wall, 
while Mostaccioli is smooth with a 
slightly thinner wall and can have a 
slightly smaller diameter, but they are 
both cut on the bias. I would go with 
what is more commonly recognized 
in your region. People tend to stick 
to what they know. The benefit to 
choosing this cut of pasta is that it 
is tough! You really have to try to 
overcook it and it rarely falls apart. 

It is dense and can take a beating. 
It makes a great bed for Chicken or 
Eggplant Parmigiana. Try a Penne 
Ala Vodka, again using your house 
marinara, fresh shaved garlic, crushed 
red pepper, a hint of Alfredo and of 
course a generous pour of vodka for 
a tasty departure from the traditional 
Baked Mostaccioli. 

Another favorite cut of pasta for me 
is “thick" or “homestyle” fettuccini. 
This is also a pasta that can take a 
lot of abuse. It doesn’t over cook 
easily and like rigatoni, it loves sauce! 
Of course, there is the traditional 
Fettuccine Alfredo, or fettuccine 
with marinara, but think about the 
ingredients that you have available to 
you. Have fun with your recipes. Take 
for instance your traditional Alfredo 
sauce, add sliced picante peppers and 
simmer. Toss in your fettuccine and 
top with grilled shrimp. 

A Wholly Stromboli favorite is 
our Mediterranean Pasta. This dish 
features many of the ingredients found 
in our pizza prep table which is what 
made it so fun to create. Sliced onion, 
bell pepper, mushroom, fresh shaved 

garlic, artichoke hearts and roasted 
red peppers, sautéed and tossed with 
fettuccine in a brown butter sauce. 
Add chicken or shrimp and you’ve got 
a light but filling pasta dish that is a 
crowd favorite.  

The other piece of advice I would 
give is consider which modifications 
you will allow. The “dough side” of 
your kitchen line works more like 
an assembly line. You work from 
one ticket to the next in succession. 
Dough, sauce, cheese, top, bake. 
A sauté line has so many moving 
parts and so many pieces that 
have to work in perfect harmony. 
Timing is everything! You will have 
multiple tickets in different stages 
of completion, take your eye off the 
ball and you risk having over cooked 
mushy pasta, blackened Shrimp 
Scampi, or thick clumpy Chicken 
Marsala. 

Keeping your sauté team focused 
and following recipes is key. My point 
is, having your sauté cooks running 
around pulling ingredients from all 
over the kitchen that are not featured 
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on your menu puts a huge stick in their spokes. 
Not to mention, that if you don’t have a recipe 
for that ingredient, no one knows how much 
“sliced pepperoni” to put in the “fettuccine, no 
sauce add extra olive oil, and shaved garlic”. Do 
we sauté the pepperoni, or dump it on the top 
cold? What about extra olive oil? How much 
is extra and how much do you charge for all 
of this? And don’t think that this guest won’t 
complain if this build-your-own nightmare 
concoction doesn’t come out the same the next 
time they strong arm your server into sending 
this point and grunt nightmare to the kitchen. 
Menus serve to create proper food costing, 
fair pricing and consistency through brand 
standards. Creating chaos in your kitchen by 
giving in to every whim serves no one. Leave 
that to the big chains, soon their cooks and 
servers may � gure out they don’t have to put up 
with that nonsense if they worked for you.

While pizza and stromboli will always have 
my heart, the rising cost of cheese and proteins 
make the 20-inch pies and stu� ed to the gills 
stromboli that we are known for a little bit of a 
challenge where COGS are concerned. Finding 
the sweet spot is key here. � ere is a � ne line 
between making margin and turning o�  your 
guests. You may not hit 20 percent cost of goods 
on 20-inch pies and 30-inch stromboli, however, 
if carry a 16 to 18 percent cost of goods on 
Fettuccine Alfredo, baked cheese ravioli or 
even Shrimp Scampi this will help balance out 
your over all food costs while still providing 
your guests with value, fair pricing and happy 
tummies! 

MELISSA RICKMAN  is co-founder of 
Wholly Stromboli in Fort Lupton, Colorado, 
and member of the World Pizza Champions.

Don’t miss Melissa Rickman’s Pasta Demo
Sunday, October 16  at 12 p.m. EST at Pizza 
and Pasta Northeast in Atlantic City. 
More at PizzaandPastaExpo.com.
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A s I get ready for the Pizza 
and Pasta Northeast show 
in Atlantic City this coming 

October 16th, I’ve been thinking 
of that wonderful Atlantic Ocean 
breeze, the boardwalk and the smell 
of seafood… on pizza. In fact, Tony’s 
Baltimore Grill here in AC has a 
Clams Casino Pizza that is a prime 
example of an exquisite East Coast 
Seafood Pizza. It’s been on the menu 

since 1927 and has bacon, onion, green 
peppers and clams with their natural 
juice. Freshly grated pecorino soaks up 
that briny clam liquor with a layer of 
mozzarella � nished with oregano. � is 
is a delicious homage to their seaside 
location in Atlantic City.

Seafood paired with wheat has its 
roots buried in history across the globe. 
In the Venetian lagoons, creamed 
salt cod was spread on bread. � e 

Scandinavians marinated herring in 
milk, mustard, vinegar, allspice, bay 
and onion and served it on Norwegian 
crispbreads or rye hardtack rings. � e 
lime marinated mackerel and king� sh 
ceviche from the Yucatan o� ers all the 
citrusy heat from chilies and is served 
on tortillas. In Italy today, you may see 
pizzas named Frutti di Mare which are 
typically cheeseless with tomato and 
topped with squid, mussels and scampi. 

S t o r y  &  P h o t o  b y  J o h n  G u t e k a n s t

Pier

Pressure

East Coast Seafood Inspiration
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Wu Tang Clam

For many years, seafood pizzas were 
scoffed at by pizza purists as an abomination, 
especially if they contained cheeses. But 
along the East Coast of the United States, 
where seafood is plentiful, pizza chefs used 
many types of seafood on pizzas to awaiting 
crowds. In New York, the clams were so 
abundant in Little Neck Bay that prospectors 
moved to Queens just to harvest the clams to 
supply the iconic restaurants like Whytes on 
Fulton that served their famous soft clams 
on toast. The Sicilian version of Sfincioni 
was reportedly also served on Prince Street. 
In New Haven, the giant hard-shell clams 
baked on proprietary wheat crusts baked 
in coal-fired ovens with plenty of garlic, 
Romano cheese and extra virgin have 
catapulted pizzerias into hall of fame status. 
Down south, the white shrimp scampi pizzas 
of the South Carolina coast are still turning 
heads and the seafood pizzas in the Florida 
Keys are baked with shrimp, lobster, scallops 
and crab meat in a luscious Alfredo sauce.

 
The Gill of your Dreams
It’s no secret that seafood pizzas are 

popular. Even in land-locked Ohio, I’ve 
brought on numerous seafood pizza 
specialties which are still on my menus today. 
Here a few tips to sell Atlantic seafood in 
your pizzeria.

1. Don’t skimp on seafood. If you must 
make a seafood pizza smaller to reach your 
food cost vs. sales cost mark, then do it. No 
one likes a seafood skinflint or a large pizza 
with practically no seafood on it.

2. Try to use only fresh seafood. Pre-
breaded seafood made on refrigerated 
assembly lines is terrible. Fresh frozen 
seafood like calamari and shrimp are best 
when using accredited ServeSafe thawing 
methods and training your staff to recognize 
bad seafood.

3. Market your seafood pizza using 
tried-and-true dishes. Great sauce and 
seafood combinations have been on people’s 
radar for a long time. Running a line of 
Asian, Mexican, Spanish as well as Italian 
flavor profiles will sell more pizza because 
customers know them.

On Squid Row
Here is some wonderful seafood that has 

proven to be a delicious accompaniment to 
different wheat crusts and a variety of sauces 
and production methods.

Shrimp. Believe it or not, shrimp is a good 
seller on pizza if you can get a good “spread” 
across the pie. This is best done by cutting 
large shrimp in half horizontally. Smaller and 
krill shrimp cannot cover the top of a large 
pie very well and frozen krill shrimp smells 
way too strong. Preparations like Cajun 
etouffee, Mexican avocado shrimp, garlic 
shrimp, shrimp Alfredo and lemon cream 
shrimp pizza are game changers. Toppings 
like basil, garlic, bacon, arugula, beans, chili 
peppers, onions, mint, mustard, lemon, 
avocado, tomatoes, lime, beans, pistachio nuts 
and even crab are good with shrimp.

Smoked Salmon. This topping made 
famous in Wolfgang Puck’s Spago can be 
served numerous ways on a pizza. This fish 
does not fare well in the oven, so by placing 
it atop the pizza, you will both save the 
flavor and color of the cure. Many foods go 
well with this fish like wasabi, sour cream, 
red onion, capers, hard-boiled egg, arugula, 
mascarpone, everything spice, avocado, 
horseradish crema, dill, cream cheese, chervil, 
chives, cilantro, lemon, potato, shallots, 
cucumber and mint.

Clams. Many East Coast pizzerias have 
well-earned reputations based on their clam 
pizzas. Many arguments occur on who has 
the best clam pie, but one thing stays true; 
using fresh clams is the key. Clams are best 
with garlic, Romano, extra virgin, tomato, 
bacon, shallots, cream, corn, chili peppers, 
potatoes, onions, parsley and lemon.

Calamari. This is a tricky topping. Grilled 
and sauteed squid will turn chewy like gum 
swimming atop cheese in a box. Ultra-crisp, 
deep-fried calamari is delicious on pizza, 
especially a charred, grilled crusted pie, but 
only if it can be served right away. Wonderful 
with flavored aiolis, tomato, parsley, lemon, 
bell peppers, garlic, black pepper, basil, 
orange and anchovies.

Tuna. (Yes, I’m gonna go there…) Along 
with the popularity of sushi and sashimi, 
comes the tuna topped pizza like the one at 
Yellowtail in Las Vegas or the Poke pizzas of 
Hawaii. This is probably not feasible on large 
pies but fantastic when thinly sliced, raw 

tuna is paired with a crisp crust and toppings 
like, cilantro, microgreens, truffle oils, wasabi, 
dried shrimp, crème fraiche, cream cheese, 
teriyaki, hoisin, tortilla crisps, red onion, 
corn, avocado, arugula, cumin, scallion, 
sesame oil, lemon, chili peppers and chives. 
Tinned tuna is also very good. My “Hot 
Tuna” Pizza named after the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Famer Jorma Kaukonen, (and my 
neighbor) has been on my menu for 15 years. 

EAST COAST CLAM PIZZA 

I just adore the combination of a great 
crisp crust with lots of fresh-shucked clams, 
garlic, strong, salty cheese and my pie-hole. 
This is a giant nod to all those great East 
Coast pizzerias that have been making this 
simple masterpiece for years. 

1 proprietary thin crust dough ball 
weighing 9 ounces

20-25 fresh, large hard-shell clams, 
shucked in the juice

5 cloves garlic, minced 
3.5 ounces coarsely grated Romano 

cheese
3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley 

Preheat a deck oven to between 600 and 
630 F.

Roll the thin crust dough out into a 14-
inch round.

Strain the clams from the juice and place 
around the pizza dough.

Spread the minced garlic on the clams.
Spread the Romano cheese across the 

pizza.
Pour a 3 tablespoon “rope” of extra virgin 

olive oil across the pizza.
Place the pizza in the oven and bake for 

3 to 4 minutes until the cheese has melted 
and the crust is firm, crispy and exhibits a 
nice char and leoparding on the bottom.

Pull the pizza from the oven and toss the 
parsley across the round. Eat immediately.

Pressure

JOHN GUTEKANST  owns Avalanche 
Pizza in Athens, Ohio.
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M ore than two centuries ago, 
American statesman Benja-
min Franklin penned a note 

to French scientist Jean-Baptiste Leroy 
identifying two certainties in life: death 
and taxes.

One might wonder if Franklin owned 
a restaurant given the grim view of 
taxes he shares with so many of the  
nation’s restaurant owners.

For as much joy as owning a pizzeria 
can deliver, taxes can be – and often 
are – the proverbial buzzkill, a neces-
sary evil prone to sparking headaches, 
stress and costly realities. Yet, taking a 
proactive approach to taxes, especially 
throughout the calendar year’s fourth 

quarter (Q4), can spur a more stream-
lined and efficient effort that preserves 
time, cash and sanity while also driving 
overall performance.

“When it comes to taxes, so many 
business owners don’t want to think 
about them, talk about them or plan for 
them, but there’s a tremendous amount 
of benefit that can come from getting 
a jumpstart on end-of-the-year taxes,” 
says Drew Wolf, a certified public  
accountant (CPA) with Minnesota-
based Boyum Barenscheer.

Taking a proactive approach
In the fall, Wolf suggests pizzeria 

owners ask their accountant for a com-

plete checklist of the items needed for 
tax preparation. With that in hand,  
operators can assemble – or at least 
ensure they have the capacity to pro-
vide – all the figures and documenta-
tion necessary for a streamlined filing 
process.

“The biggest headaches each year 
come from the books and records not 
being in order,” says Marshall Varano, 
a tax partner at the San Diego office of 
CohnReznick, one of the nation’s lead-
ing accounting firms.

Varano, who specializes in the hos-
pitality sector, recommends restaurant 
owners connect with their bookkeeper 
to gather updated numbers that can 

B y  D a n i e l  P.  S m i t h  

Though many pizzerias don’t think much about filing taxes until the calendar turns 

and deadlines approach, getting a jumpstart on tax preparation in the year’s final 

quarter provides numerous benefits

Prepping for Uncle Sam
FEATURE
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then be shared with the accoun-
tant during an early Q4 meeting to 
estimate one’s year-end tax burden. 
By mid-December, ownership should 
check in with the bookkeeper again to 
make sure the books remain current 
and will be successfully closed when 
the calendar turns. 

“It’s true you can always get an  
extension, but the tax due will be the 
tax due regardless,” Varano reminds.

By January’s end, businesses must 
also begin issuing 1099s to vendors 
from the previous year. During Q4, 
Wolf urges operators to confirm they 
have complete and accurate W9s on 
hand. If not, they will be chasing those 
down in January under deadline.

“I go back and forth with clients on 
this documentation more than any-
thing else, and it’s a complete hassle 
for all of us,” Wolf says.

A proactive approach to tax prepa-
ration and filing generates important 
benefits for the business, including:

 
An improved ability to plan
As Q4 gets underway, Wolf sug-

gests restaurant operators sit down 
with their accountant for an earnest 
discussion about the restaurant’s 
performance and to gauge the year’s 
estimated taxes based on the business’ 
year-to-date performance, its trajec-
tory and previous Q4 results. Getting 
a general sense of one’s tax bill can 
inform planning for the following year, 
including whether ownership reno-
vates the restaurant, purchases equip-
ment, hires, expands or even sells. 

“The sooner you can get a handle on 
taxes, which can drastically affect cash 
flow, the better you can plan for the 
year ahead,” Wolf says.

Identify problem areas and 
leverage cash-boosting programs

Tax planning during Q4 provides 
ownership a multi-month window 
to address potential problem areas or 
leverage existing tax-year programs.

Many restaurant owners, for  
example, exist as partnerships or 
S-corps and extract money from the 
business throughout the year as distri-
butions. If owners do not have a suf-
ficient tax basis to cover these distribu-
tions, however, then the distributions 
become taxable income.

“But if you check with your CPA 
during the fall and find you’ve taken 
out too much in distributions, you 
have months to fix this potential head-
ache,” Varano says. “You don’t want a 
surprise, right?”

Owners can also take advantage of 
compelling tax credits or other capital-
boosting programs. Bonus deprecia-
tion, for instance, sits at 100 percent 
for 2022. Starting in 2023, however, it 
rachets down 20 percent each year.

“So, if you think you’re going to 
purchase equipment in early 2023, 
consider doing it before 2022 closes to 
capitalize on bonus depreciation now,” 
Varano says. 

A better chance to avoid atten-
tion from the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS)

Errors on tax forms can draw the at-
tention and ire of the IRS, which busi-
ness owners generally prefer to avoid.

The earlier accountants receive 
financial statements, the earlier they 
can spot miscues and fix them, says 
Varano, reminding that some time-
sensitive items must be addressed by 
year’s end.

“Once the books are closed, though, 
it’s tougher to fix things,” Varano says. 

As February rolls into March and 
tax preparation season intensifies, 
accountants are then hustling to com-
plete work for multiple clients, which 
increases the likelihood of human  
error. If, however, restaurant own-
ers can collect and organize their 
information for their accountant by 
mid-January – a result best achieved 
by doing tax prep work before the year 
closes – then they gain an early spot in 

line with fresh accountants.
“Mistakes do happen, but a more 

controlled process decreases the risk 
of reporting errors and expedites the 
turnaround time,” Varano says.

 

DANIEL P. SMITH   Chicago-based 
writer has covered business issues and best 
practices for a variety of trade publications, 
newspapers, and magazines.

3 important – and often 
missed – tax credits for 
restaurants

Marshall Varano, who provides tax and 
consulting services to help restaurants 
boost profitability at the San Diego office 
of CohnReznick, says restaurant owners 
should check with their CPA to ensure 
they are investigating three cash-saving, 
though often overlooked, tax credits: 
 
1. Employee Retention Credit (ERC): The 
federal government launched the ERC in 
the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic 
to encourage businesses to keep employ-
ees on their payroll. Even restaurants 
who did not take advantage of this credit 
in 2020 or 2021 can file an amended 
return in 2022 to receive these funds, 
which can be substantial.

2. FICA Tip Credit: Restaurants can claim 
a credit against their federal income tax 
based on the share of FICA and Medicare 
taxes they pay on the tip income their 
employees report. 

3. Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC): 
The time-sensitive WOTC allows restau-
rants to claim up to $9,600 when hiring 
a qualified employee from one of nine 
target groups, including military veterans, 
ex-felons and so-called “summer youth 
employees.”
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W e all know that one of 
the busiest pizza days 
all year is Halloween. 

But did you know you can drive kill-
er sales all month long in October by 
promoting National Pizza Month? 
You should start planning now.

National Pizza Month 
Background

Pizza Today dubbed October as 
National Pizza Month in 1984. � e 
U.S. Congress followed up with the 
o�  cial designation in 1987. Since 
then, pizzeria professionals and 

pizza fans alike have found fun and 
unique ways to celebrate America’s 
favorite food all month long. Yes, 
we celebrate pizza all year, but the 
designated month has opened an 
opportunity in public relations and 
marketing to showcase pizza and 
pizzerias.

Why promote National Pizza 
Month?

� e pizzeria community is a 
strong and united industry that 
should be celebrated. Here are a few 
reasons why you should get involved 

with National Pizza Month:
• Ampli� es your pizzeria’s craft 

and vision to a wider audi-
ence.

• Gives your business a 
sustained bump in sales all 
month.

• Adds more energy and 
excitement to your employee 
culture.

• Gives you more opportunities 
to engage with your pizza fans.

• Provides an occasion for you 
to collaborate with your local 
pizza community.

Have the Biggest October Ever!
FEATURE
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How can pizzerias participate in 
National Pizza Month?

You can go all in and make National 
Pizza Month huge. Or you can � nd 
small ways to make it � t into your exist-
ing marketing strategy. 

We say, “go all in!” We’re going ALL 
IN too. � is year, we’re revamped our 
National Pizza Month Pizzeria Opera-
tor Toolkit to help you make the most 
of the month-long food holiday. Explore 
some of the ways the Pizzeria Operator 
Toolkit can help you commemorate the 
month: 

• The Logo. Our Creative Direc-
tor Josh Keown has created a 
swanky new National Pizza 
Month logo that you can use 
on your promotional materials. 
� ink in-store displays, social 
media posts, ads, e-mails and all 
the inventive ways you uniquely 
celebrate at your pizzeria.

• Graphics. We put together 
some fun graphics that you can 
customize and use in promotions 
or share in store and on social 
media.

• Media Support. Find custom-
izable media releases and pitches 
to send to your local and regional 
media outlets. We’re also sharing 
key tips and strategies to help you 
get that media exposures.

• Marketing Ideas. We have an 
extensive list of ways to 
commemorate the month at your 
pizzerias. Pick one, pick � ve, go 
with several. Just reviewing the 
list will get your creative juices 

� owing and spark an original 
marketing idea that � ts your 
brand. 

• Social Media Calendar. Let 
us help you drive your social 
campaign. We have created 
sample social calendars to help 
you schedule your posts.  

• Story Sharing. We will be 
sharing National Pizza Month 
stories from pizzerias all month 
long on PizzaToday.com and on 
social. We have a spot for you 
to share your story of how you 
are celebrating National Pizza 
Month in the Toolkit. We may 
feature you!

� ere is even more to the Pizzeria 
Operator Toolkit for you to discover by 
visiting pizzatoday.com/national-pizza-
month-october-pizzeria-tool-kit/.

Set your National Pizza Month 
plan now.

Now is the time to get your National 
Pizza Month strategy in place. To help, 
here are a few low-cost to no-cost mar-
keting ideas to get your wheels turning:

1. Host a Press Event Month Kick 
O�  (Invite local media, food writers, 
bloggers, etc. in for a free meal). Use 
your time with the media wisely to 
showcase your National Pizza Month 
plan and what makes your pizzeria 
standout. Give them a unique experience 
like a pizza-making class or dough mak-
ing or tossing demo. Be memorable.

2. Run a customer recipe promotion. 
Invite your patrons to create your next 
big hit! Have customers submit recipes 
for topping combinations, etc. Winner 

gets the pizza named after them on your 
menu or free pizza for a year or a $500 
gift card, etc.

3. Create a 31 Days of Pizza menu 
featuring a di� erent specialty pizza or 
topping each day. Include customer and 
sta�  build-your-own favorites. 

4. Crown an Ultimate Pizza Fan by 
inviting customers to submit on social 
media why they should be the winner. 
Create your own criteria and get your 
customers in on the voting.

5. Go big and raise money the entire 
month to support a local cause. 
Pizzerias are the most giving industry in 
a community. Showcase your giving 
e� orts with a big month-long fund rais-
ing e� ort.

Dozens more marketing ideas are in 
the National Pizza Month Pizzeria 
Operator Toolkit at PizzaToday.com.

We have equipped you with the tools 
to have the biggest October ever. Go get 
your slice of National Pizza Month!

#nationalpizzamonth

Blast the National Pizza Month hashtag 
on everything. Use the hashtag on social 
media posts, in store and on external 
marketing and promotional signage.

Go further and add a unique hashtag 
specifi c to your brand to track its shares. 
Don’t forget to tag @pizzatoday so we can 
follow your NPM campaign.
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N ext month, Pizza and Pasta 
Northeast returns after a 
two-year hiatus to make a 

big splash in Atlantic City on Octo-
ber 16-17. 

“The Northeast has the highest 
concentration of pizzerias and Italian 
restaurants in the U.S., so we’re pull-
ing out all the stops to make this big-
gest and best show ever,” says Food 
Group Show Director Bill Oakley. 
“Based on the numbers to date, we’re 
expecting a record attendance of 
more than 2,000 restaurateurs who 
will converge on the Atlantic City 

Convention Center to learn, network, 
shop and eat!”

We have a jam packed two days 
for pizzeria and Italian restaurant 
operators and crews to get the most 
out of their time. “As an attendee, 
one of your primary goals should be 
to maximize your return on invest-
ment, especially considering the huge 
impact COVID has had on pizzerias 
the last couple of years, particularly 
labor, supply chain issues and pric-
ing,” Oakley says. “Exhibitors and 
attendees alike will make a substan-
tial investment of time and money 

and we’re 100 percent committed to 
delivering a top-shelf tradeshow fea-
turing more than a hundred industry 
specific suppliers and manufacturer 
and an innovative education program 
second to none.” 

Let the Excitement Begin
We’re bringing a renewed energy 

to this year’s Pizza & Pasta North-
east. “Pizza Expo 2022 was a great 
success this year and we’re on track 
to deliver another exciting tradeshow 
experience filled with electricity that 
will reconnect the pizzeria  

A Pizza & Pasta Northeast Preview

What you need to know to get you ready for the show

FEATURE

We're Back!
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community,” Oakley says. “For this 
year’s event we wanted to add a little 
more excitement, so we’re introduc-
ing a new Calzone and Young Pizza 
Maker of the Year competitions, as 
well as a Happy Hour to close the 
show that we think will be a big hit. 
At this year’s show attendees will 
have an opportunity to learn from 
renowned chefs, super successful  
pizzeria owners and industry experts 
that will help position their res-
taurants for future success. We feel 
attending Pizza & Pasta Northeast 
will be one of the best, if not the best, 
investments of time and money you’ll 
make this year that should pay divi-
dends for many years to come.”

Learn from the Best at PPNE
This year’s education lineup is 

second to none with comprehensive 
deep-dive workshops, industry ses-
sions and demonstrations. “The sheer 
volume of amazing content directly 
from some of the most successful  
pizzeria owners in the industry give 
our conference program the reputation 
it has as the industry leader," Content 
Director and Editor In Chief Jeremy 
White says. “We take a lot of pride 
in putting our programs together and 
always ensure they are led by expert 
professionals who actually get what 
our attendees go through day to day. 
You don’t find motivational speakers 

in our programs by design. We get 
into the nuts and bolts!”

It's never more important to stay 
on top of critical issues happening 
in restaurants than right now. “We’re 
hearing from pizzeria owners that their 
most prominent concerns surround 
dealing with inflation, navigating the 
labor shortage and growing online 
ordering,” White says. “So we are tak-
ing those topics directly head on with 
experienced, successful speakers. Then, 
of course, we’re always going to cover 
dough concerns and provide a variety 
of on-point food demonstrations as 
those have proven over the years to be 
hugely popular because they translate 
to immediate action once our attendees 
return home to their pizza businesses.”  

Attendees will leave Pizza & Pasta 
Northeast with more knowledge to 
make their restaurants better and 
more profitable. “Attendees will find 
a lot of value in this year’s educa-
tional program at the Pizza & Pasta 
Northeast Show,” White says. “They’ll 
walk away from the program ener-
gized and armed with knowledge 
they can implement immediately to 
improve their businesses. The program 
is designed with their most pressing 
needs in mind, and the overwhelm-
ing majority of our speakers are in 
the trenches operating pizzerias every 
single day alongside our attendees. 
They get it.”

Five tips to make the most 
of Pizza & Pasta Northeast

We’re here to get you ready. Start plan-
ning your Pizza & Pasta Northeast experi-
ence now. Here are five tips:
• Have a plan for the show floor. To 

make the most of your time in the 
exhibit hall, rank your priorities and 
map out a game plan.   

• Get to the competition areas. Cheer 
on competitors as they battle in 
Best of the Northeast, Northeast 
Pasta Showdown, World Calzone 
Championship and Young Pizza 
Maker. Competitions are a great 
spot to get inspiration for your next 
pizza, pasta or calzone sensation. 

• Don’t skip the keynotes and semi-
nars. Hear from the industry most 
influential thought leaders. Gain 
insights on online ordering, dough 
management, sales and branding 
strategies, hiring and retention best 
practices and more. 

• Get the App before you get to the 
show. Have the show at your finger-
tips. Watch for the App release at 
PizzaandPastaExpo.com.

• Capitalize on every opportunity to 
network. We are an engaged com-
munity. Meet fellow restaurant pros. 
Discover their stories, ideas and 
even business pain points.
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“COOL YOUR SPACE with 
the Cool-A-Zone CoolBox for 
$1 a day! 
Cool-A-Zone’s line of evaporative coolers 
provide relief to patrons and staff in nearly 
any indoor and outdoor setting. The Cool-
A-Zone CoolBox is not an air conditioner. 
It does not contain any chemicals and 
does not need to exhaust. The technology 
creates the effect you feel from a breeze 
passing through rain. Rain droplets draw 
in heat and the resulting air feels cooler. 
Similarly, ambient air passes through the 
fan of the CoolBox and across the damp 
honeycomb pad resulting in up to a 
10 to 15 degree drop in temperature. Cool-
A-Zone offers several models ranging in 
size, area coverage and airfl ow. All models 
contain a wide array of features including 
fan oscillation, multiple fan speeds, on/
off timer, heavy duty casters and remote 
control making it ideal for any busy indoor/
outdoor areas. www.coolazone.com | 
(855) 386-COOL (2665) | 
Sales@coolazone.com”

Hoshizaki’s Pizza Prep Tables
Hoshizaki’s pizza prep tables have 
been redesigned with patented 
pending technology that keeps food 
at ideal temperature in the rail and the 
cabinet while requiring less labor and 
maintenance. New features include: 
Night/Day mode – when the lid is open, 
set point drops to keep food cool in rail, 
when lid is closed, set point returns to 
normal so food can stay in rail overnight 
without freezing; Dual controller system – 
for ideal temperature in both the rail and 
cabinet, adjustable for every operation; 
Optimal airfl ow in rail – back to front 
airfl ow surrounds each pan for consistent 
cooling; and Removeable air fi lter – easy 
cleaning and better operation.
Learn more about Hoshizaki America, Inc. 
at www.hoshizakiamerica.com and 
(800) 438-6087.

Countertop Dough Divider
Dough dividers allow restaurants to 
automate the process of portioning 
dough for dough ball production. 
Italiana FoodTech’s counter top dough 
dividers bring this convenience into a 
compact package that will fi t into any 
restaurant. Save time and increase 
consistency by not having to cut, weigh 
and adjust dough portions manually. 
With a dough divider, even new staff 
can create perfect dough portions 
quickly. A dough divider is perfect for a 
small pizzeria with limited staff or new 
staff, as the automated process allows 
the operator to work on other projects 
while the dough is automatically 
separated, and experience is not 
needed. Combined with a Roundi 
dough rounder, the operator only 
needs to put the dough into the 
dough divider. From there it will be 
automatically divided into the set 
portion and dropped into the Roundi 
where it will be rounded it into a perfect 
dough ball. www.italianafoodtech.com, 
(647) 557-3477.

Tableside IQ --Handheld with 
Pay at the Table
Streamline your table service with easy-to-
carry and easy-to-use hand-held devices 
that take. Orders AND credit card payments 
at the table. Tableside effi ciency! No need 
to run back to POS to process payment. 
Fight chargebacks with processing by EMV. 
Smaller form factor makes it easy to carry, 
hold and use. Any restaurant manager 
will tell you that serve ice effi ciency keeps 
customers happy and costs down. That’s 
why device-based ordering and payment 
collection has become so popular. Tableside 
IQ now features a redesigned user interface 
and a new, smaller mobile device for factor. 
Best of all, the new devices accept credit 
cards at the table, so your servers no longer 
have to walk back to the POS, improving 
security and helping turn tables faster. 
Features include: Pay at the Table via EMV, 
Signature Capture on Credit Card Voucher, 
Coupon Scanning and Easy tip addition. 
Contact FoodTec Solutions at www.
foodtecsolutions.com or (800) 350-3339.

Hormel Foodservice, maker of the 
FONTANINI Brand, Introduce 
New Chicken and Beef Meatballs
The FONTANINI® Brand, a leading brand 
of authentic Italian meats, has launched 
its all-new Chicken and Beef Meatball. 
Customers know the FONTANINI® Brand 
means excellent Italian meatballs. Now, 
operators can attract more of them with 
this halal-certifi ed meatball. Authentically 
crafted with a signature blend of Italian 
spices and select cuts of chicken and beef, 
the Chicken and Beef Meatball is now 
available for foodservice operators looking 
to offer a new meatball variety on their 
menu without compromising on fl avor 
and quality. Available in a 2 oz. size, the 
FONTANINI® Chicken and Beef Meatball 
can be used wherever you currently menu 
meatballs – Pasta, pizza or even garlic knot 
sliders. If you are an industry professional 
interested in menuing FONTANINI® Chicken 
and Beef Meatballs, request a sample 
today: https://go.hormelfoodservice.com/
fontanini-chicken-beef- meatball. Follow 
us on Instagram @fontaninibrand for more 
product updates.

doughXpress® DMS Series 
Dough/Pizza Presses
The DMS series dough presses are perfect 
for low to medium production volumes 
(75-100/hr.). Simple to operate, fi rst 
press dough, then fi nish by stretching 
or tossing to achieve fi nal size, place on 
peel, top, and put right on the hearth or 
stone surface. It is a fast, safe, simple, 
mess free (no fl our needed) compared 
to hand tossing or sheeting/rolling your 
dough. These dough presses are an easy, 
affordable way to improve your production 
time, as well as your fi nished product. 
The manual swing away design is easy to 
load and unload dough from the press. 
The DMS-18 features a single heated 
upper platen. The DMS-2-18 is a dual-heat 
dough press. These versatile presses can 
be used for pressing either pizza or tortilla 
dough. All our presses are engineered, 
manufactured, and assembled in the 
USA. For more information contact 
doughXpress® at (800) 835-0606. Email 
us at sales@doughxpress.com Visit us 
online at doughxpress.com to view our full 
product offering.
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The Standard for Smoked 
Mozzarella has been set! 
Introducing Grande Fumella™ Smoked 
Mozzarella, a one-of-a-kind lightly 
smoked Part Skim Mozzarella that will 
complement your other ingredients 
without overpowering them. This is a 
flavor your customers will love! In fact, 
nearly all (93%) consumers find smoked 
foods appealing and 4 in 5 prefer a 
lighter smoke intensity making Fumella a 
surefire hit for new menu ideas and repeat 
customer visits1. Fumella has excellent 
melt, stretch and reheat and has been 
shredded to save time and labor back-
of-house.  To learn more about Grande 
Fumella™ Smoked Mozzarella, call (800) 
847-2633 or visit us at grandecheese.com

1 Datassential Consumer Omnibus Study, January 2022

Rich’s Pizza Portfolio: Our 
Crust, Your Canvas
Here at Rich’s, we know pizza. For over 
40 years, we’ve dedicated ourselves 
to bringing you innovative solutions 
that deliciously balance the demands 
of your consumers with the needs of 
your operation. As trends have evolved 
and expanded, so has our portfolio. 
From authentic doughballs, to ready-
to-stretch dough that goes from your 
cooler to hand stretching to your oven, 
and a growing plant-based portfolio 
that takes nature’s most desirable 
ingredients to the next level—Rich’s has 
a pizza for everyone. Our commitment 
is reflected in our investments, 
acquisitions, quality and safety. With 
Rich’s, you don’t need to be a pizza 
expert. That’s us. Let’s discover your 
edge, together. Explore our complete 
dough, crust and flatbread offerings 
atrichsusa.com/products/pizza/ or 
contact Rich’s at (800) 356-7094 or 
helpline@rich.com.

Savencia Pourable Cream Cheese
Savencia Foodservice is encouraging the 
culinary world to rethink cream cheese. 
Smithfield all natural Pourable Cream 
Cheese is the shortcut to tangy sauces, 
sweet or savory spreads and much more.  
The light and flowable viscosity is ready 
for ingredient enhancement right out of 
refrigeration and will firm in texture at 
room temperature. No additives, fillers, 
preservatives and rBST free. Uniquely crafted 
for the pizzeria operator to hit all menu 
categories from pizza to dessert. Learn 
more about Savencia Fromage and Dairy at 
savenciacheeseusa.com/foodservice.

Nothing can top Galbani® 
Premio Mozzarella
Trust Galbani Premio Mozzarella to help 
you bring out the best in your signature 
pizzas and Italian dishes. This top-of-
the-line Mozzarella, created by Italy’s 
#1 cheese brand, offers authentic flavor, 
premium quality, and exceptional value. 
Galbani cheesemakers know what goes 
into creating an exceptional cheese. That’s 
why Galbani Premio Mozzarella is made 
in the USA with high-quality ingredients 
including milk from local, family-owned 
and operated farms. You can taste the 
fresh, milky flavor in every bite—and so 
will your customers. Count on Galbani 
Premio Mozzarella for a variety of features 
and benefits that are second-to-none: 
Higher butterfat for rich flavor, Browns 
well without burning, Even melt and 
excellent yield, Great color, stretch & 
performance, Proprietary Tigrato® Cut 
Shreds save you money, and Blends 
available for your flavor profile needs. 
To learn more about Galbani Premio 
Mozzarella, visit GalbaniPro.com or call 
(877) LACTALIS. 

Partanna Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Created in 1916 by Oleifici Asaro, 
Partanna Extra Virgin Olive Oil was 
named after the little town in Sicily 
where it originates from. Partanna is 
a monovarietal oil made with 100% 
Nocellara del Belice Olives, also known 
as Castelvetrano Olives, harvested from 
the Asaro Farms. These renowned olives 
only grow in a small area in the province 
of Trapani, known as the “Belice Valley” 
in Sicily, Italy. Our olives are cold pressed 
within hours of picking. Partanna Extra 
Virgin Olive Oil is bottled immediately 
after the harvest in mid-October in a 
dark tin or dark glass bottle to preserve 
its freshness. With its rich flavor profile 
and very low acidity (0.3%), Partanna is a 
very versatile Extra Virgin Olive Oil, ideal 
for finishing, drizzling, and cooking. The 
oil’s flavor profile consists of artichokes, 
tomato leaves and almonds, with a 
peppery finish. Contact United Olive Oil 
Import Corp.: Phone - (212) 346-0942, 
Web -https://unitedoliveoil.com and 
E-mail - info@unitedoliveoil.com.

Is Your Website Built for Mobile 
Orders?
Built on leading cloud technology, with 
SpeedDine online ordering you will 
experience virtually no maintenance 
downtime; your website always works, 
even when order volume peaks.
SpeedDine offers the fast and reliable 
online experience your customers 
have come to expect. Whether 
customers order from their phone, 
tablet, computer, or your branded 
mobile app, they get the same easy, 
responsive, mobile-friendly brand 
experience, including: Simple order 
flow; Upselling prompts; Accurate 
pricing that always matches the store; 
Location map and hours for pickups; 
and Current quoted times Dispatch 
messages. Contact SpeedLine for more 
information on SpeedDine and Online 
Ordering: Website: https://www.
speedlinesolutions.com/speeddine; 
Email: sales@speedlinesolutions.
com; Phone: 1-888-400-9185. About 
SpeedLine Solutions Inc: The world 
market for pizza is $128 billion 
annually. Delivery is growing in pizza 
and the restaurant industry. That’s great 
news for SpeedLine users; we develop, 
market, and support the industry’s 
leading POS solution for this tech-
hungry industry, providing software 
solutions to thousands of pizza, QSR, 
and multi-concept restaurants & chains.Vantaggio D’oro

Bellissimo Foods, a national network 
of Italian and Mediterranean food 
specialists, is proud to introduce 
Vantaggio D’oro premium mozzarella 
cheese. Delivering the best quality and 
value through superior flavor, uniform 
melt and excellent stretch, Vantaggio 
D’oro premium loaf is available 
exclusively through your local Bellissimo 
Foods Distributor.  For more information, 
visit bellissimofoods.com.
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$1660.00 per half inch PER YEAR!
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Gain Business by Increasing Visibility!
List in the Pizza Today Yellow Pages!

Michelle Kopcza
Companies A-K

Michelle.kopcza@emeraldx.com
914-414-3954

Stacie Dennison
Companies L-Z

sdennison@pizzatoday.com
502-901-2528
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00 Flour

THE FLOUR OF NAPLES
With a number of award-winning fl ours, including 
their new “0” Nuvola Super for roman & contem-
porary styles, Caputo has a fl our for every purpose. 
Every pizzaioli deserves the most authentic and 
highest-quality fl our.

Exclusive importer: 
Orlando Food Sales, Inc., Glen Rock, NJ 

www.orlandofoods.com  •  201-368-9197

Molino Pasini s.p.a. - Italy
Full line flours for Pizza, Fresh Pasta,
Ready Mix for gnocchi
Phone: 1-973-454-8534

+39 0376 969015
www.molinopasini.com - info@molinopasini.com

Car Signs

Cheese

CAP030_YellowPageListing_PT.indd   1 11/2/17   3:45 PM

Computer Systems/Point-of-Sale

Get Control: Point of Sale •Get Results: Point of Marketing
Get Serious. Get Arrow.

Call Now! 888-378-3338........www.ArrowPOS.com

• Fully Integrated POS Systems
• Stand Alone, Tablet, Kiosk or Mobile
• Fully Integrated On Line & Mobile Apps
• Enterprise Management & Reporting
• Contact Less EMV PCI Credit Card Interfaces

• Delivery, Self Ordering, Curbside, Take Out
• Complete Inventory and Payroll
• Real Time 24/7/365 Customer Support Desk

Bacio® Exceptional Italian Pizza Cheese
Uniquely crafted with fresh, Grade A milk and With a Kiss of Buffalo Milk®
To learn more or request a free demo visit baciocheese.com or call 855-BACIO85

Conveyors

Fresh Mozzarella - Water and Thermoform Pack
Fresh Mozzarella Special Formula for Pizza
Fresh Mozzarella Curd • Ricotta con Latte®

Provolone • Parmesan • Burrata • Stracciatella
Gorgonzola • Asiago • Romano • Mascarpone

877.863.2123         belgioioso.com

“Classic Italian Cheeses made in the U.S.A.”

BASIL, FARM FRESH *DISTRIBUTORS WANTED*
The Green $$$ for Every Pizza Highest Quality All Jet Fresh 
We are the Growers*12 Month Programs
Call: 312-519-5900/Email: qmpsalesinc@gmail.com

Basil
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Dividers/Rounders

Dough Dividers & Divider/Rounders
NSF, UL Listed. Made in the USA
www.dutchessbakers.com     Ph: 800-777-4498
sales@dutchessbakers.com   Fax: 715-394-2406

Dockers

Dough Boxes/Proofing Trays

The Leader in Dough Handling Products

• Dough Trays -- Standard & Artisan Sizes – extremely durable and airtight.
   Outlasts all other Plastic & Fiberglass Dough Trays!
• Dough Tray Covers – engineered to fit.
• Dough Scrapers – two ergonomic designs.
• Dough Tray Dollies – heavy duty.
The preferred dough tray of pizza operators 
in the US and Abroad for over 30 years! 
Order by phone or online.
908-276-8484...............www.doughmate.com

Dough Presses

Dough/Doughballs/Sheeted Dough

NATIONAL LEADER IN

Custom Frozen
Pizza Dough

WIDE VARIETY OF DOUGH
BALLS, PAR-BAKED AND

SELF-RISING PIZZA CRUSTS

Contact Shawna | 920.662.0304 | www.akcrust.com

Delivery Systems

Pizza Forms & Systems, Inc............www.pizzaforms.com
Specializing in Custom Delivery Forms & Labels for the Pizza Industry
155 Romeo, Suite 600, Rochester, MI 48307
800-923-0004.........248-608-8726.........Fax: 248-608-6795

Crusts

NATIONAL LEADER IN

Custom Frozen
Pizza Dough

WIDE VARIETY OF DOUGH
BALLS, PAR-BAKED AND

SELF-RISING PIZZA CRUSTS

Contact Shawna | 920.662.0304 | www.akcrust.com

Pizza & Tortilla Press, Grills 
and Accessories. ETL - USA Made
www.dutchessbakers.com     Ph: 800-777-4498
sales@dutchessbakers.com   Fax: 715-394-2406
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Pasta EquipmentDough Rollers

Insurance

Pizza & Restaurant Delivery Insurance Program
Contact Julie Reisinger (717) 214-7616 .......................................www.amwins.com/apu

Magnets

MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS — Custom Magnets • Direct Mail • EDDM 
Best Pricing Anywhere  – 25+ years of experience
(800) 521-4773 ................................................ www.magneticattractions.com/today
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Please review the proof below and sign-off on the advertisement as shown or indicate changes in the column.
Please return this signed proof to Stacie Dennison at either:

Email: sdennison@pizzatoday.com
or Fax: 502-736-9518

Precision HD-60 Pizza Mixer
7-Year Unconditional Parts Warranty 

on all gears and shafts in the 
planetary and transmission!

www.pizzamixers.com • 1-877-R-MIXERS

7-Year Unconditional Parts Warranty 

1-877-R-MIXERS

Holds

80-quart bowl!

Handles a 

50 lb. bag 

of flour!

Precision_PIZ_0619.indd   1 5/8/19   10:07 AM

Mixers

                                      10 Planetary & 5 Spiral Mixers - NSF Listed
                                       10 qt to 200 qt sizes – Industry leading warranty
Web: www.dutchessbakers.com          Ph: 800-777-4498
E-mail: sales@dutchessbakers.com   Fax: 715-394-2406

On Hold Marketing

Pepperoni

At Liguria Foods we follow old-world traditional recipes that 
focus on � avor, quality and consistency to produce the 
market’s best-tasting Pepperoni.
www.liguriafoods.com.........535-332-4121  

Pizza Boxes

PBI Sales  .........................................800-645-2700 ............................. www.pbisales.com
Boxes for Pizza, Slices, Catering, Bakery, Subs, Beverages and More!

Pizza Mixers

Pizza Ovens

Wood Stone Corporation - Bellingham, WA
Stone Hearth Ovens - Wood-fired, Gas-fired,
Coal-fired and Wood/Gas combination
1-360-650-1111.................................................................https://woodstone-corp.com

Pizza Pans/Peels/Screens
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Sauce

Spices & Seasonings

1-800-ALLSPICE
allseasonings.com

Manufacturer of

FREE
SAMPLES

Tomato Products

Wood Burning Ovens

PACIFIC COAST PRODUCERS – California processor 
of Fresh Packed Vine-Ripened California Tomatoes 
for the quality conscious Foodservice customer. 
We specialize in customer label branding. 
We are also proud to offer our excellent 
quality California Fresh Pack tomato 
items under FLOTTA, GANGI SUPREME, 
SUMMER IS INSIDE & PRIMA TERRA brands. 
paci� ccoastproducers.com........................................... Contact us: 800-530-3706

Wood Stone Corporation - Bellingham, WA
Stone Hearth Ovens - Wood-fired, Gas-fired,
Coal-fired and Wood/Gas combination
1-360-650-1111.................................................................https://woodstone-corp.com

Proofers

Pizza & Tortilla Press, Grills 
and Accessories. ETL - USA Made
www.dutchessbakers.com     Ph: 800-777-4498
sales@dutchessbakers.com   Fax: 715-394-2406

Pizza Presses

Pastorelli Food Products:
Pastorelli Foods takes pride in being this country’s oldest 
100% family-owned and operating tomato co-manufactures. 
Our fully prepared pizza sauce was the first of its kind back 
in 1952 and has continued to earn multiple worldwide 
awards for its exemplary quality. We continue to stand apart from the rest by providing 
complex, unique, and quality-driven flavor profiles to all our customers. In addition to 
our standard offerings, we also offer custom formulation and private label options. For 
more information, we invite you to contact us at 312-763-3828 or www.
pastorelli.com or info@pastorelli.com.  

OCTOBER 16-17, 2022

AT L A N T I C  C I T Y  C O N V E N T I O N  C E N T E R
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Dough Trays

908-276-8484

Dough Trays
Extremely durable and airtight. Outlasts all 

other Plastic & Fiberglass Dough Trays!

Dough Tray Covers
Engineered to � t

Dough Scrapers
Two Ergonomic Designs

Dough Tray Dollies
Heavy Duty - Steel Construction

NEW Sheet Tray 18x26
Used for proo� ng and display

Visit our website for our full product line. 
Order online or by phone.

doughmate.com

SCAN TO VISIT

doughmate.com

doughmate.com

1-908-276-8484

Made in U.S.A

Equipment for Sale

Grate  
machine
for your
operation

Robot Coupe USA, Inc.
264 South Perkins

Ridgeland, MS 39157
1-800-824-1646

www.robot-coupe.com

You can also 
slice, Dice & Julienne

POUNDS
OF CHEESE
IN THREE
MINUTES

43207_RC_FSR_2.5x10.indd   1 1/29/21   2:25 PM

Equipment for Sale

• Custom Made to Your Pizza Size and Slice Applications
• Ideal for Round, Square, Rectangle and Flat Bread Pizzas
• Simple to Use and Easy To Clean
• Improves Kitchen Efficiencies, Reduces Food Waste and 

Increases Profits
• Perfect for Pizza by the slice applications and FDA Menu 

Labeling Compliance Requirements
• Free Shipping When Ordering Two or More Portion PadLs

www.portionpadl.com or call 330-608-5928

Portion PadL

Pizza Cutting Guide

The BEST name in Pizza Peels

Made in the USA Since 1951
Our peels and proofing boards are made with the 

 highest quality seasoned hardwood.

260-356-6514  www.lillsun.com
Lillsun@cinergymetro.net

Lillsun_PIZ_1220.indd   1Lillsun_PIZ_1220.indd   1 11/9/20   6:21 PM11/9/20   6:21 PM

Pizza Peels

Thermal Delivery Bags

High Quality, Electric 
Heated Delivery Bags

ORDER ONLINE!  |  RediHeat.com

Keep Your PizzaKeep Your Pizza
HOT & FRESHHOT & FRESH

2, 5, & 10 pie bags available

See you at booth 803!
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micoworks_top_PIZ_0817.indd   1 6/16/16   11:35 AM

micoworks_bottom_PIZ_0817.indd   1 6/16/16   11:36 AM

Computer / POS Systems
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Equipment for Sale

WE PUT THE BEST INTO AN EDGE 
SO YOU GET THE BEST OUT OF IT

The Best Technology + The Best Service = The Best Bake

EdgeOvens.com • (888) 480-EDGE

Sophisticated G2 Technology
3 Store recipes with a few quick steps
3 System diagnostics protect your investment
3 Touch screen for information and controls
3 Program bake time, belt direction & more
3 5-year parts & labor warranty on all ovens

Edge_PIZ_0421.indd   1Edge_PIZ_0421.indd   1 2/16/21   11:08 AM2/16/21   11:08 AM

Using frozen 
pizza dough 

shouldn’t be 
a sacrifice. 

•Gain consistency
•Improve quality

•Reduce Labor

Using frozen 
pizza dough 

shouldn’t be 
a sacrifice. 

bakersquality.com (262) 513-9237

BQ_Ads_005.indd   1BQ_Ads_005.indd   1 2/17/22   1:09 PM2/17/22   1:09 PM

BakersQuality_PIZ_0422.indd   1BakersQuality_PIZ_0422.indd   1 2/28/22   9:57 AM2/28/22   9:57 AM

Dough/Crust

Take part in
our annual
gauge of

the pizzeria
industry
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Signs/Delivery

Marketing/PrintingUntitled-2   1Untitled-2   1 8/8/22   11:03 AM8/8/22   11:03 AM

Untitled-3   1Untitled-3   1 7/28/22   2:52 PM7/28/22   2:52 PMSee you at booth 1118!
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Untitled-3   1Untitled-3   1 8/1/22   1:02 PM8/1/22   1:02 PM

Cleaning Supplies

Pizza Pans/Cutters/Screens Equipment for Sale

Untitled-1   1Untitled-1   1 8/1/22   12:23 PM8/1/22   12:23 PM

peerlessovens.com
1.800.548.4514 MODEL 2324P

Get More for Less with 
Maximizer Ovens from Peerless

• More Cooking 
Capacity within a 
Smaller Footprint

• More Revenue per 
Dollar Invested

• More Performance 
with Lower Gas 
Utility Costs

Untitled-2   1Untitled-2   1 8/1/22   12:28 PM8/1/22   12:28 PM

See you at booth 1116!See you at booth 817!

See you at booth 908!
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COMPANY PAGE # PHONE # WEBSITE

AM Manufacturing 63 219-472-7272 ammfg.com

Baker’s Quality 60 262-513-9237 bakersquality.com

DoughMate by Madan Plastics 58 908-276-8484 doughmate.com

Edge Ovens 60 888-480-EDGE EdgeOvens.com

Glissen Chemical Company 62 800-356-9922 glissenchemical.com

HTH Inc 61 800-321-1850 carsigns.com

Lillsun 58 260-356-6514 lillsun.com

LloydPans 62 800-748-6251 lloydpans.com/flatbread

Mail Shark 61 610-463-0088 TheMailShark.com/PizzaToday

Microworks POS Solutions, Inc. 59 (800) 787-2068 microworks.com

Northern Pizza Equipment 58 866-543-0249 northernpizza.com

Peerless Ovens 62 800-548-4514 peerlesssovens.com

Portion PadL 58 330-608-5928 portionpadl.com

RediHEAT 58 855-556-2024 RediHeat.com

Robot Coupe USA, Inc. 58 800-824-1646 robot-coupe.com

Equipment For Sale

AMManu_PIZ_0422.indd   1AMManu_PIZ_0422.indd   1 2/28/22   9:59 AM2/28/22   9:59 AM
See you at booth 1225!
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We're Back!

Pizza & Pasta Northeast is back this  
October for the first time since 2019!

Join us to learn, shop, connect & eat at the largest  
gathering of pizza professionals on the east coast!

October 16-17, 2022   
Atlantic City Convention Center 

PizzaAndPastaExpo.com
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R E A D E R ’ S   R E S O U R C E

NAME PAGE PHONE WEB ADDRESS

BelGioioso 13 877-863-2123  belgioioso.com/Foodservice

Bellissimo Foods 9 800-813-2974 bellissimo.com

California Milk Advisory Board 27 209-883-6455 realcaliforniamilk.com/foodservice

Corto Olive 7 888-832-0051 corto-olive.com

Foremost Farms 19 800-362-9196 foremostfarms.com

Galbani, Lactalis Culinary 32, 33 877-522-8254 GalbaniPro.com/history

Grände Cheese Company 67 800-8-GRANDE grandecheese.com

J.V.M. Sales, dba Milano’s Cheese 41 800-244-2433 milanoscheese.com

La Nova Wings Inc. 68 716-984-5666 LANOVA.com

Mike’s Hot Honey 17 www.mikeshothoney.com/sample

PDQ Pizzeria System/Signature Systems, Inc. 25 877-968-6430 PDQpos.com

Performance Foodservice 2 PerformanceFoodservice.com/ItalianExperts

PizzaCloud Cover tip, 11 866-511-5521 PIZZACLOUD.NET

PIzza and Pasta Northeast 2022 64 502-736-9500 pizzatoday.com

PIzza Today Weekly 29 502-736-9500 pizzatoday.com

Pizzeria of the Year Congratulations 57

Somerset 23 978-667-3355 smrset.com

Stanislaus Food Products 4, 5 800-327-7201 stanislaus.com

The Hot Slice 15 502-736-9500 pizzatoday.com

Univex 21 603-893-6191 univexcorp.com
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E X P O  S P O T L I G H T B I L L  O A K L E Y

BILL OAKLEY is the 
Group Show Director for 
International Pizza Expo and 
Pizza & Pasta Northeast

OCTOBER 16-17, 2022 ATLANTIC CITY CONVENTION CENTER

P aul Giannone chose a career 
as a corporate IT professional 
in the early ’80s that spanned 

nearly 30 years. As it turns out he 
wasn’t really wired up for that type of 
work.

� e truth of the matter is he’s always 
been a pizza enthusiast at heart and 
has enjoyed entertaining and cooking 
for friends and family alike. In fact, 
they were the � rst ones to encouraged 
him to open a restaurant, which at 
the time seemed far too complicated 
to pursue. However, after much 
observation, thought and deliberation, 
he discovered that an artisanal pizzeria 
was a far simpler operation to run 
than a full-service restaurant. � at 
realization allowed him to follow his 

passion to open a pizzeria in the trendy 
Greenpoint section of Brooklyn.

His journey involved befriending all 
the pizzeria owners and luminaries he 
admired and respected along the way, 
including but not limited to, Mathieu 
Palombino of Motorino, Mark Iocono 
of Lucali, Anthony Mangieri of Una 
Pizza Napoletana, Chris Bianco of 
Pizzeria Bianco, Tom and Stalin of 
Nomad, Chris Parachini of Roberta’s, 
and Michael Ayoub of Fornino.

An important step in his business 
model was not to treat Paulie Gee’s 
as a business. He’s there six nights a 
week and still enjoys every minute of 
it, which he attributes to a welcoming 

dining experience for guests.

One thing that sets him apart 
from most restaurateurs is that he 
likes to recommend other pizzerias 
to his patrons. As a dedicated pizza 
a� cionado, he loves to share his 
appreciation with others and can 
typically be found wearing a hat from 
another pizzeria he’s patronized. As 
a result, his guests often ask him 
why and he always points out that 
he doesn’t have competitors, just 
colleagues.

Paulie continues to expand his 
restaurant footprint, most recently 
Philadelphia, as well as licensing 
other people to use his name and 
brand. At this point in his career, 
he wants to help aspiring pizza 
entrepreneurs reach their goals. Most 
importantly, he wants to continue 
to expand his network of friends in 
the pizza community and among his 
customers and followers.

Make plans now to attend 
Paulie Gee’s Keynote Address at 
10 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 16. For more 
information or to register please visit 
our website at ppne.pizzatoday.com 
or call (502) 599-4650.

It’s all about Pizza & Pasta, and it’s 
all for YOU!

Best regards,
Bill Oakley
Show Director

Paulie Gee is Coming to Pizza & Pasta NE!
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© 2019 Grande Cheese Company

grandecheese.com 1-800-8-GRANDE

What’s your declaration of independence? 

Grande is championing operators who have an independent spirit and shared passion 

for excellence. By providing the fi nest all natural, authentic Italian cheeses, along with 

an unwavering commitment to quality, we’ll continue to advocate for independents and 

their love of the craft.

 MY FATHER USED TO SAY

 MAKE IT SIMPLE.

 MAKE IT GREAT.

 MAKE IT YOURS.

 THAT’S HOW YOU MAKE IT.

C3_PIZ_0820_Grande.indd   1 7/7/20   9:48 AM



WING SAUCE

WING SAUCE

WING SAUCE

Joey Todaro, III (LJ),  Joey Todaro, III (LJ),  
Wing King

TRY OUR NEW TRY OUR NEW 
WING SAUCES!WING SAUCES!

OFFICIAL CHICKEN WING &OFFICIAL CHICKEN WING &
PIZZA OF THE BUFFALO BILLSPIZZA OF THE BUFFALO BILLS

La Nova Wings
@joeylanova
@lanovawings www.LANOVA.comwww.LANOVA.com

 JUST SAUCE JUST SAUCE 
& TOSS!& TOSS!

Gear up for football Gear up for football 
Season with our Season with our 
Wings, Sauces and Wings, Sauces and 
New Frozen Pizza!New Frozen Pizza!
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